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PIGEON POINT LIGHT
ORVILLE ANDREWS

While there are always elements of danger confronting the mariner at sea, these perils take
on an added dimension of risk while a ship is steaming close to shore. Fog, reefs, currents,
and ship traffic - all these potential hazards demand unfailing skills in seamanship if
' disaster is to be averted .
For nearly as long as California has been dependent on the Pacific to transport people
and commerce both to and from the outside, she has offered the seafarer some assistance in
dealing with such difficulties encountered along her sometimes rugged coastline in the form
of lighthouses. Often cited as California's finest, Pigeon Point Light has helped mark the
way for passing vessels since r872.. Located just twenty-five miles south of San Francisco, near
Pescadero, the ns foot high brick tower is situated at an important turning point for vessels
steaming near the coast.
Our dramatic cover picture of Pigeon Point was taken by Orville Andrews of San Jose,
California. Although he classifies himself as an amateur, his work has appeared in a
multitude of newspapers, periodicals, and other printed media around the world since he
first became interested in photography some twenty-five years ago.
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Bzlled as ''the greatest meeting of land and water in the world, '' Point Lobos,
situated near Monterey, embodies many aspects of the rugged beauty typifying
Caltfornia's magnificent coastline. A grove of Monterey Cypress trees, one of
two remaining natural stands in the world, is only one feature luring thousands
of visitors to this unspotfed state park. This specimen bears testimony to the
continuing elemental onslaught; its twisted limbs are the result of continuous
high winds blowing in from the ocean.
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Portion of map accompanying Captain George Vancouver's account of his voyage,
published posthumously in London in 1798. Note that ofall the larger bays appearing on it, depth soundings are shown for Tomales Bay only (box) .

A thin finger ofsalt water running generally north to south, Tomales Bay lies roughly
fifty mtles north ofSan Francisco, sandwiched between the beaches ofthe Pacific and
the coastal range of hzlls.

THE DISCOVERY OF TOMALES BAY, 1595-1793
GEORGE EMANUELS

For one hundred and sixty-six years while San Francisco Bay was missing from most charts
of the world, a long, narrow inlet thirty-five miles to the north - Tomales Bay - appeared on many seamen's maps. This article attempts to explain why that inlet was so important and why British explorer CaptainJames Vancouver, charged with mapping the
entire Pacific coastline, should return to England with a complete chart which, to the exclusion of all other inlets, showed soundings only in Tomales Bay.
The story of the discovery and mapping of Tomales Bay begins May 5, 1602, when the
Spanish explorer Sebastian Vizcaino set sail from Acapulco. The Conde de Monterrey,
Viceroy of New Spain, had charged him with exploring the harbors and bays of the
Pacific Coast as far north as Cape Mendocino. Aboard his flagship San Diego was
Vizcaino's chief pilot Francisco de Bolanos. The second vessel, the frigate Tres Reyes, was
commanded by Martin de Aguilar and piloted by Antonio Lopez. The night of January
6, 1603, after passing Point Reyes, the ships lost sight of each other during a storm. The
San Diego returned for shelter to Drake's Bay where Vizcaino anchored for the night .
George F. Emanuels, Jr., was employed for many years as a Bay Area tire sales manager before retiring
to Rossmoor in Walnut Creek, where he currently enjoys collecting books, studying and wn.ting
history, and travel. He zs quite familiar with Tomales Bay, having spent numerous summers since
boyhood near its shores.
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Setting sail the next morning without having sent anyone ashore, he finally arrived at
Cape Mendocino on January 12.. Because of a storm, however, he was unable to course
southward until the 21st, reaching Mazatlan February 18 .
Meanwhile the Tres Reyes had been driven north . By the time she reached Cape Blanco both the commander and the pilot had died. The boatswain, Esteban Lopez, assumed
command, reversed the course, and sailed south along the coast toward Navidad, New
Spain . After his return, Lopez reported having seen "a very, very great river", which he
named the Rio Grande de San Sebastian, flowing from the southeast about six leagues
north of Point Reyes. Evidently Lopez had discovered Tomales Bay.
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This Spanish map of Point Reyes,
prepared in r6o3, also denotes the ' 'Rio
Grande de San Sebastian, '' Esteban
LOpez's misnomer for what would
become known as Tomales Bay.
Vizcaino's chart shows the width and length of the bay in virtually exact proportions.
There is, however, reasonable doubt that Lopez, the presumably ignorant boatswain, returned with such accurate dimensions. Even if he was literate, Lopez was in a poor position to record the width and direction of any bay, for he was hastening home, his commander and pilot both dead, and he and his crew of four undoubtedly weakened from
battling storms and being on short rations . Moreover, his charts recorded a curve which,
because vision was partially blocked by Hog Island and Tomales Point, could not have
been seen from the deck of the Tres Reyes. Indeed the illusion is today still apparent to
someone standing atop Inverness Ridge. At the end of the paved road on Mt. Vision is a
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parking lot from which a view of the entire bay is blocked by a ridge directly in front of
the viewer. The outer reaches ofTomales Bay appear to be offline with the southern end;
thus the bay appears not to run in a straight line but to have a dog's leg near south of
center. Exactly this distortion appears on Vizcaino's charts, even though Lopez and his
men did not reportedly go ashore.
If it was not Lopez, then, who first charted Tomales Bay, who did? A prime candidate
is Sebastian Rodr!guez Ceremeno. He sailed to Mexico from the Philippines in the San
Agustin in 1595, eight years before Vizcaino's voyage, and sought shelter from a storm in
Drake's Bay . There, a southerly gale blew his ship ashore where it was pounded to pieces .

1775 chart made by Bodega y Quadrti,

identifying Tomales Bay as the ''Pto. y
Rio del Capitain Vodega. '' Bodega ventured here on the return leg of a voyage
of exploration to the Pacific Northwest.
The wreck caused a month's delay while seventy survivors built a small launch in which to
sail back to Mexico. During this time it is entirely possible that the pilot, Francisco
Bolanos, hiked to the highest vantage point to see what lay to the east and made notes as
to his observations. Unfortunately Ceremeno failed to report the discovery of the bay. In
Vizcaino's expedition, however, Bolanos served as the chief pilot aboard the San Diego;
and it is likely that he utilized his notes from the previous visit in preparing his charts.
Not until 1775 (the same year the first ship sailed into San Francisco Bay) did another
navigator sail beyond Point Reyes and chart the coast. In that year, Juan de Bodega y
Quadra entered the bay later known by his name (Bodega Bay). The charts he prepared,
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Spain's interests on the northwest coast of North America were very ably served by
Peruvian-born Captain juan Francisco de Ia Bodega y Quadra (left). His affable personality earned him respect and friendship from even his supposed adversaries, including English Captain George Vancouver (right).
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however, show Tomales Bay located just to the south, more prominently . This inlet the
Spanish seafarer named Puerto y Rio del Capitan Vodega (Port and River of Captain
Bodega). For the next sixty years, cartographers knew it as the southern opening of Port
Bodega.
That Tomales Bay should have been more or less accurately charted over 150 years
before San Francisco Bay was discovered is surprising. That it alone, among all the other
mid-coast bays (including San Francisco and Monterey), should have been explored in
enough detail that soundings of its waters appeared on charts of the 179os is startling, an
indication of the importance someone attached to the area.
Captain George Vancouver supplied the world with the first soundings of Tomales
Bay, but how he obtained them is open to question. He had set sail from England in 1791
in command of a fleet of three ships. It was well known to the British government that
Spanish explorers and traders had taken over many of the buildings the English, under
Captain James Cook, had originally erected in the Pacific Northwest and had commenced
regular trading expeditions with the Indians. In addition to his task of repossessing the
British possessions at Nootka (on present-day Vancouver Island), Vancouver was directed
''to chart the coastline of North America'' from mid-Baja California to the vicinity of
Sitka, Alaska.

Engraving ofthe contested trading post at Friendly Cove, Nootka Sound Faced with
conflicting sets of instructions from their respective governments, Bodega and Vancouver were unable to agree as to which party was to assume control ofNootka. In the
end, both agreed to refer the matter back to their governments. A 1794 convention
established the site as a neutral zone and forbade the establzshment ofpermanent
bases by either party.
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Two hundred years after Drake sighted the California coast, Vancouver's ships stood
off Nootka in a dense fog. From his flagship, the 9o-foot Discovery, he fired a salute. A
Spanish pilot soon appeared out of the mist, climbed over the rail, and guided the small
fleet to safe anchorage. The Spanish government's emissary, none other than Juan
Bodega y Quadra, was there ahead of him. The diplomatic adversary became Vancouver's
cordial host, and the two men remained on friendly terms all during their fruitless
negotiations for each other to withdraw. Eventually, Bodega departed for Monterey,
followed shortly by Vancouver in the Discovery, and soon after by Lieutenant Peter Puget
in the smaller Chatham.
Vancouver planned to start charting the coastline. His two ships drifted with the current and sailed under shortened canvas with the prevailing wind at their sterns . Slow progress was required for successful charting. Somewhere near Cape Mendocino Vancouver
detailed his consort to continue to explore and chart Bodega Bay while he sailed ahead to
San Francisco. Despite these orders, Puget, '' ... having rounded out the sandy bottom
to the northwest in nine and 12 fathoms of water," sailed on to a rendezvous with his
commander without having entered Tomales Bay. "I was much disappointed," Vancouver wrote in his journal, that fog and the appearance of bad weather ''had prevented
Mr. Puget from completing his survey of Port Bodega.'' Had it not been for the hostile
reception he encountered at San Francisco, he continued, ''I should have certainly given
direction for a second attempt.''
Despite not having successfully charted Tomales Bay, the charts which Vancouver
took home showed not only the expedition's track but specific soundings in Tomales Bay.
By whom had this work been done and for what purpose? While in Nootka, Vancouver
had heard Bodega tell of his discovery of the ''Port and River of the Captain Bodega'' by
chance October 3, 1775. A lack of time had prevented him from investigating it, though,
and he did not land on its shore, so it could not have been his soundings which Vancouver reported. Later, while Vancouver was at Monterey, he reported having "exchanged some charts with Senor Quadra and others were ready for his inspection.'' Tensions may have existed between their respective monarchs over Nootka, but, a year's sail
away from Madrid and London, the two explorers spent several congenial days examining
each other's drawings, comparing and correcting, and in the end exchanging all the navigational aids their experience could produce. In the course of these conversations, Vancouver
discovered how great Spain's interest in Tomales Bay had become as Bodega told him about
''the establishment . . . which . . . had been formed during the preceding year in the
southern opening of Port Bodega.'' Vancouver added, ''Of this port I saw a plan of which I
afterward procured a copy . . . . ' '
While Bodega's claim to having an establishment in Tomales Bay was premature, and
undoubtedly uttered to forestall any English plans for colonization of the area, the Viceroy at
Mexico City was indeed planning such a move. Count Revilla-Gigedo had written the
Spanish crown that it was ''more important to make a very careful examination of the coast
from 48 degrees north latitude down to the harbor of San Francisco and to occupy formally
the Port of La Bodega" so that the establishment could be formed "before the English try to
do so, for even though it is tumored that they have already settled there I consider this news
false ." Later he reiterated the need to occupy "quickly, as has been decided, the Port of La
Bodega and if necessary the mouth of the Columbia River" in order "to forestall the encroachment of the English'' and prevent ''the illicit commerce which the English may carry
on in Spanish ports of the South Sea.''
Having been spurred to action by the presence of Vancouver, two Spanish ships - the
Mexicana captained by Juan Martinez y Zayas and the Sutzl led by Juan Bautista Matute -
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left San Blas March n, 1793· Zayas was to chart the coastline and Matute to erect buildings in
the southern opening of Port Bodega, Tomales Bay. They were followed a month later by the
Aransasu under Salvador Melendez Valdez with a ''garrison and artisans to form a regular
settlement there . ''
In addition, on March 20, 1793, Governor Jose Joaquin de Arrillaga was ordered to
open a road ''from the Port of San Francisco to the Port of Bodega.'' The governor sent
Lieutenant Felipe Goycoechea from Mission Santa Barbara with a sergeant and ten
soldiers. They ferried their thirty horses and mules across the Golden Gate, loaded their
small boats onto the backs of the animals, and on August 8 reached Point Tomales on the
west shore of Tomales Bay. Both the Sutil and the Mexicana, which were already there,
left the following morning.
Meanwhile, Vancouver was finishing his charting to the south. He sailed out to
Hawaii but returned the next month to California for a brief stay. His friend Bodega had
gone to San Bias and the officials he reported to gave him a cool welcome; it is unlikely
that he obtained the chart showing the soundings of Tomales Bay during this visit. After
reprovisioning his ship Discovery Vancouver left California waters and sailed for England.
With Vancouver's departure , the importance of Tomales Bay as a buffer against the
English threat diminished. The plans to build a post near the entrance to the bay never
materialized; no structures are known to have been built. For twenty-four years after the
Viceroy issued his orders, the bay was home only to Indians living along its shores. Their
next contact with the Spanish would be with the priests of Mission San Rafael, Arcangel,
founded December 14, 1817.
Whether it was Bolanos who first viewed Tomales Bay from atop Mt. Vision before
LOpez saw it from the deck of the Tres Reyes is less important than the fact that the bay
was featured on Spanish charts as early as 1603 . If not Bodega or Vancouver, someone else
plumbed the waters of Tomales Bay in the 1790s and supplied the British captain with
the map showing soundings only in that bay. To whom was that fifteen mile long inlet so
important? Certainly it reached the ultimate authority when Count Revilla-Gigedo sent
his plan to establish a post and fortify the entrance to Tomales Bay to King Charles IV of
Spain. Ever since it has paled in significance when compared to its more famous
neighbors.

SOURCES: Information on early Spanish and
English explorers at Tomales Bay can be found in
W . M. Mathes, Vizcaino and Spanish Expansion
in the Pacific Ocean (San Francisco: California
Historical Society, 1968); The Voyage of
Sebastian Vizcaino, Together With a Map &
Sebastian Vizcaino's Letter Written at Monterey ,
December 28, r6o2 (San Francisco: The Book
Club of California, 193 3); and Marguerite Eyer
Wilbur, ed ., Vancouver in Calzfornia (Los

Angeles: Glen Dawson, 1933). More general
works of value include H. H. Bancroft, History
of Calzfornia (San Francisco: The History Company, r884); C. E. Chapman , A History of
California: The Spanish Period (New York: MacMillan, 1949); and H. R. Wagner, Cartography
of the North West Coast ofAmerica to the Year
1800 (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1937).
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CALIFORNIA'S FIRST EXPLORER: Sebastian Vizcaino
W.

MICHAEL MATHES

The pioneer historians of Spanish California, Charles Edward Chapman (1916) and Henry
Raup Wagner (192.9), established a prejudice against the figure of Sebastian Vizcaino
which has generally been perpetuated by later historians basing their writings largely
upon these two authors. The concept of Vizcaino thus formed has been one of an inept
minor merchant who, by virtue of unrealistic promises and proper connections, was able
to perpetuate his incompetency and, in the case of Alta California, befoul the
geographical concepts of the area clearly established by his predecessor, Juan Rodriguez
Cabrillo . Recent in-depth research has, however, shown these concepts of Vizcaino to
have been speculative and incorrect, for, in fact, he was a well-known and highly trusted
servant of the Crown, whose long career was hardly one of incompetency and
opportunism.
Sebastian Vizcaino was born in 1548 in Extremadura, a region of west-central Spain
which produced a large number of the explorers and settlers of the Americas. His family
was one of moderate means and of the hidalgo class, that is, capable of showing many
generations of service to the Crown and to orthodox Roman Catholicism. With the succession of Felipe II to the Portuguese throne in rs8o, Vizcaino performed his first major
service to the Hapsburg monarchy by leading a troop of cavalry in the occupation of Portugal, costs of equipping and paying the soldiers having been borne by his father.
W. Michael Mathes received his Ph.D. from the University ofNew Mexico in r966. Professor ofHistory
at the University of San Francisco since 1975 and holder of the Henry R. Wagner Award, he also currently seroes as Reviews Editor ofCalifornia History magazine. A nationally recognized specialist in the
history of Colonial Mexico and Spanish Calzfomia, Dr. Mathes is the author ofnumerous books and articles dealing with these topics.
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Upon his return from Portugal, in 1583 Vizcaino - like many young men of his time
- sailed for New Spain in search of new opportunities and adventures. That period was
one of a temporary lull in expansion of the viceroyalty, however, and greater possibilities
offered themselves in the recently conquered Philippines. In 1586, Vizcaino departed
Acapulco for Manila. For three years he conducted business and served as a member of
the port militia in Spain's gateway to the Orient, returning to the City of Mexico in 1589
with merchandise to finance his ventures there .
In the City of Mexico, Vizcaino became a highly successful merchant-investor and
married Magdalena Martinez Orej6n, also a member of the Spanish hidalguia. By 1596
two sons, Juan and Lorenzo, and a daughter, Ana had been born, and Vizcaino had
begun investing in the development of the Californias, generally neglected since their initial exploration by Fernando Cortes, Francisco de Ulloa, Hernando de Alarcon andJuan
Rodriguez Cabrillo a half century earlier.
Settlement of the Californias in the late sixteenth century was boosted by hope of
great wealth to be obtained in the fabled pearl fisheries in the Gulf of California. On
August 7, 158s, Hernando de Santotis, a Royal Accountant, and his partners had been
granted a license to fish and trade for pearls during a period of ten years; by 1592,
however, no move had been made to exercise this privilege, and on July 29 of that year
Vizcaino and his partners solicited from the Royal Audiencia in Mexico the transfer of the
license . Less than a year later on July 9, 1593, the license was granted for a period of four
years beginning March 1, 1594. Vizcaino was unable to mount an expedition immediately, due to failure of several of his partners to meet their financial obligations. Further,
criminal charges were brought against the master of his ships, Sebastian Perez del
Castillo, in 1595· and in early 1596 some of his partners declared bankruptcy.
Despite these problems and delays, Vizcaino was able to outfit three ships in
Acapulco and, with his young sonJuan aboard, he sailed from that port onJune 15, 1596.
Reprovisioning along the coast of New Spain, the expedition reached Cabo San Lucas
September 3 and from there proceeded up the Gulf of California to the bay reached by
Fernando Cortes in 1535 and named La Paz by Vizcaino on September 13. A settlement
was established at the present site of the city of La Paz and, in October, Vizcaino explored
the gulf in search of pearl oyster beds and appropriate sites for settlement. A fire which
consumed the majority of the structures at La Paz on October 21 caused the return of
most settlers to New Spain a week later, but Vizcaino continued exploring the Gulf of
California until November 16 when the heavy storms common during that season and
fear on the part of the crew forced his return to New Spain.
Vizcaino's failure to establish a settlement and commercial base in California on this
first voyage was hardly the result of incompetency and, despite heavy financial losses, he
petitioned for an extension of time to allow a second voyage. Spanish interest at the end
of the sixteenth century lay, however, in the outer coast of California and in a safe port
for galleons on their long run from Manila to Acapulco. The failure of Francisco Gali,
Pedro de Unamuno and Sebastian Rodriguez Cermefio to establish such a port led to
recommendations by Viceroy Luis de Velasco on November 27, 1597, that Vizcaino be
given the command of an exploring expedition to Alta California. In 1601 the Conde de
Monterrey appointed Vizcaino as general of an expedition to sail from Acapulco northward, and, on March 2, 1602, ordered him to map the coast in detail, determine a port
for the Manila galleons, and establish permanent, definitive place-names to clarify
navigation of the area.
Sailing from Acapulco with three ships on May s, 1602, Vizcaino reached Cabo San
Lucas in June and, continuing along the coast against contrary currents and winds,
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reached San Diego on November ro and Monterey on December 13, giving these bays, as
well as intervening bays, islands, and points of land their permanent names. From
Monterey those sailors too ill from scurvy to continue the voyage returned to New Spain.
On January 4, r6o3, Vizcaino continued northward in heavy fog and intense cold. Two
weeks later he suffered two broken ribs in a storm off Cape Mendocino and, with most of
his crew disabled from scurvy, returned to New Spain, reaching Acapulco on February 21.
Vizcaino was greeted in the City of Mexico on March 28 by the Conde de Monterrey, who
received his reports, maps, and sailing directions. After hearings relative to the voyage,
the expedition came to be considered a major success as would be confirmed in later
years.
As a result of his accomplishments, the Conde de Monterrey appointed Vizcaino
general of the Manila galleons in r6o3, and ordered him to settle Monterey Bay as a port
for trans-Pacific trade. Replacement of the Conde de Monterrey by the Marques de
Montesclaros the next year caused a suspension of these orders, notwithstanding the
receipt of a Royal Order of July 30, r6o4, confirming the appointment . Montesclaros
replied to the Crown that he would name Vizcaino as general in r6o6 and, in the interim,
appointed him Chief Magistrate of Tehuantepec. During this term, Vizcaino supervised
construction of a road begun by Cortes from the Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific to facilitate
transport of materiel and merchandise between the two seas .

Map ofthePacijic Ocean, aboutrs95·
Prevented by the Portuguese from returning home from Far Eastern waters
via the Indian Ocean, Spanish vessels
sailed continuously between Manzla and
Acapulco (where cargos were shipped
overland to Atlantic ports and sent on to
Spain). These galleons became an important link in the communications network and economy of the Spanish empire. It was in hope of locating an intermediate port of call for ships on this
long run that Vizcaino was sent north
from Mexico in r6o2.
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Esteem for Vizcaino's labors continued to be high, and on May 8, 16o6, he was
recommended for a naval, judicial, or treasury post by the Audiencia of Mexico. A Royal
Order dated August 6 granted him the title of general of Manila galleons in 1607 and
again ordered the settlement of Monterey Bay. As a further reward, by Royal Order of
April 2.0, 1607, he was granted an encomienda for two generations producing 2.,ooo pesos
per year revenue, an annual pension of 10,ooo pesos for life, and a single payment of
4,000 pesos . The former order arrived too late for execution, however, for Vizcaino had
sailed for Spain. Leaving Spain on December 2.1, 1607, Vizcaino reached New Spain on
March 2.1 of the following year with confirmation of his encomienda and pension.
Writing the Crown from the City of Mexico onJune 10, 16o8, he strongly recommended
the establishment of Monterey and, in preparation, transported material from Veracruz
to the Pacific over the Coatzacoalcos-Tehuantepec road which he had constructed.
Interest in Japan and the Islas Ricas predominated, however, with the support of the
Royal Attorney General of Manila, Fernando de los Rios Coronel. This was furthered by
the shipwreck of the former governor of the Philippines, Rodrigo de Vivero, in Japan in
1609, and his opening of talks with Shogun Tokugawa lyeyasu for establishment of trade
with New Spain and sending of Spanish mining technicians to Japan. Vivero's return to
Acapulco in October 1610 and his lengthy reports to the Crown relative to advantages of
the establishment of Spanish economic and religious hegemony in Japan confirmed the
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change in policy from settlement of a port in California to the Islas Ricas and Japan. This
change did not eliminate Vizcaino's role, however, and, as the most experienced
navigator and explorer in the Pacific, he was appointed as the first official European ambassador to Japan in 1611. Sailing from Acapulco on March 22 of that year, the ambassador reached Uraga on June 10. Succeeding months were spent in negotiations with
Iyeyasu and his minister, Hidetada, and on October 23 Vizcaino sailed from Uraga to
chart the Japanese coast. During this voyage, he became acquainted with the daimyo of
Sendai, Date Masamune, and his Franciscan advisor, Fray Luis Sotelo, an active and
zealous missionary; and following the completion of sixteen charts of the coast, he returned to Uraga on December 4·
Overt courtesy of the Japanese notwithstanding, the time was not propitious for
Vizcaino's embassy . Spain desired a guarantee of free evangelization in Japan as a condition sine qua non for the opening of trade and sending of mining experts, but Iyeyasu
was not willing to bend on this point, showing greater favoritism toward the purely commercial policies of Spain's enemies, England and the Netherlands. Vizcaino recognized
clearly this anti-Christian undercurrent, but Sotelo, in his zeal, sought to return to Spain
with representatives of Date to convince the Crown and Papacy to expand mission fields
in Japan.
During most of 1612 Vizcaino conducted negotiations, engaged in commerce, and
prepared his ship for the search for the Islas Ricas. Sailing from Uraga on September 16,
he sought the fabled islands east ofJapan until November 7, when poor condition of his
ship forced him to return to port. Inspection of the vessel showed it unfit for return to
Acapulco, and in May of 1613, Vizcaino was forced to agree with Sotelo's request to lead
an embassy under Hasekura Rokuyemon to New Spain in order to obtain a new ship from
Date. Sailing from Sendai on October 27, Acapulco was reached on January 22, 1614.
Although ill from the strain of three years labor, he warned of the danger to Christians in
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Portions of a seventeenth century engraving depicting the Vizcaino-Spzfbergen encounter at Salagua. In the smaller view, the Dutch fleet is shown at anchor under the
watchful eye ofa Spanish patrol ship. Upon putting ashore, the two hundred Dutch
were ambushed by an equal number of Spaniards under Vizcaino (below). Despite
possessing superior weaponry, the Dutch were defeated after six hours of hard
fighting and forced to withdraw.
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Japan, while Sotelo proceeded with his embassy to Spain and later to Rome, to return
subsequently to Japan where he and many other Christians were martyred for retention of
their faith.
After over thirty years of activity, at age sixty-six Vizcaino retired in 1614 to Sayula in
the province of Avalos where he held his encomienda. Retirement proved short-lived,
however. The arrival of the Dutch fleet at Acapulco in October 1615 and the success of
AdmiralJoris van Spilbergen in taking supplies with no resistence resulted in Vizcaino's
being called to command a detachment of troops to patrol the coast of Nueva Galicia
from Navidad to Mazatlan . Observing Spilbergen's fleet off the coast, Vizcaino and his
son Juan set an ambush for the Dutch at Salagua. On October n Spilbergen and his men
came ashore to take on water, were repulsed, and with the loss of fifteen men, were not
only prevented from lying in wait for the Manila galleon but were forced to cross the
Pacific to the Moluccas with limited supplies . As a result of this action, Vizcaino was
named Chief Magistrate of Acapulco . There he donated 4,ooo pesos for construction of a
church . The climate proved too rigorous for the elderly general, and in 1619 he retired to
the City of Mexico, leaving his holdings in Sayula to his sons.
In 1627, Sebastian Vizcaino died in the City of Mexico at the venerable age of eighty.
His estates in Sayula passed to his eldest son, Juan, who was married to Luisa Urrutia de
Contreras; these lands were later ceded to their son, Juan Vizcaino Urrutia de Contreras,
in the mid-seventeenth century, and in qoo, Nicola.s Vizcaino de Urrutia, great grandson
of the general, ceded part of the estate, ''Los Pozos'' and ''Salsipuedes'' near Tapalpa, to
his illegitimate half-brother, Sebastian Vizcaino de Urrutia. The descendants of Martin
de Lezama and Ana Vizcaino continued in the royal service in the City of Mexico; the
grandson of the general, Nicolas Vizcaino de Lezama married Petronila de Zuniga y Mendoza, and three children, Juan, Lorenzo, and Agustina, were born of this union.
While further descendants of Vizcaino remain unknown, there can be little doubt as
to the important role which Sebastian Vizcaino played in the development of New Spain
during his lifetime and for almost two centuries thereafter. As an explorer and navigator
he succeeded in establishing geographical knowledge which his predecessors had failed to
acquire. His maps and descriptions became the basic references for the Californias until
1775 and were used by such explorers and colonizers as Gaspar de Portola, Fray Junipero
Serra, Miguel Costans6, Juan Perez, Bruno de Hezeta, and Juan Francisco de la Bodega y
Quadra. His place-names remain along the coast from La Paz to Cabo San Lucas to Cape
Mendocino. Vizcaino's service in Japan reflected a deep insight into Japanese politics and
the forthcoming persecution of Christians, and his work in Tehuantepec and Nueva
Galicia received the praise of his contemporaries. The rewards granted Vizcaino by the
Crown clearly reflect his status as a major personage in his day, far more than a mere opportunistic and inept merchant. It is indeed shameful that a man who gave so much to
establish Alta California as a center of interest in the world has been so little recognized
by its inhabitants and government.

SOURCES: The author's Sebastzan Vizcaino y Ia
Expansion Espanola en el Oceano Pacifico:
I58o-r63o (Mexico, 1973) is a full biography.
Data on descendants may be found in the Archivo de Instrumentos Publicos, Guadalajara,
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Jalisco, Tierras y Aguas, libro 7, doc. 130 and
libro 8, doc . 17. Also Archivo de Protocolos,
Guadalajara,Jalisco; Protocolo de Nicolas Covarrubias, 6-x-1654.
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Title page from Simonin 's r867 book.

BY _SHIP TO CALIFORNIA, r8s9:

The Recollections of Louis Simonin
WILSON 0. CLOUGH

On June 2., r859, the San Francisco Herald ran its usual list of arrivals by ship on the
previous day. Aboard the steamer Sonora was, among others, one "L. Simonson", a
misreading for Louis Simonin, a 2.9-year-old French mining engineer whose travels in the
succeeding five years would take him not only to California but to such distant lands as
Aden, Madagascar, and Mauritius . His experiences, first set down in a series of articles for
the French Revue des Deux Mondes, were later collected into a book, Les Pays Lointains,
published in 1867.
Simonin had set out for the Golden State from New York, simply one among the
many thousands who made the transit by sea from the East Coast of the United States to
California during the period between 1849, when first news of gold strikes reached the
East, and completion of the first transcontinental railroad two decades later. During this
twenty year period many persons bound for the gold fields chose to undergo a six month
trial by sail around Cape Horn, a perilous journey often fraught with hardship, or cross
the dangerous Isthmus of Panama before commencing the pursuit for fortunes. In his
Dr. Wilson 0. Clough zs Professor Emeritus a/English at the University of Wyoming andformer W . R.
Coe Professor ofAmerican Studies. His publzshed works include Intellectual Origins of American National Thought and The Necessary Earth . In addition to this excerpt from Les Pays Lointains (Distant
Lands), Dr. Clough also previously translated Louis Simonin's LeGrand Ouest des Etats Unis , issued as
The Rocky Mountain West in 1867 by the University of Nebraska Press in 1966.
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journals, Simonin explains how this initial impediment to travel was overcome: ''To
facilitate swift travel, three interoceanic routes have been opened of which the Isthmus of
Panama has been the most used, and the end ports of each of these routes have been
linked with steamship lines. Thus lines link Panama with New York, Havana, and New
Orleans on one side, with Acapulco and San Francisco on the other. Further, on each line
there is a service subsidized by the federal government and another born of competition.
This second, despite the enormous charges which support it, is often preferable.''
Simonin continued that, ''In but twenty to twenty-two days these ships accomplish
the journey of over 4, 300 miles between New York and San Francisco. Excellent, large,
well-maintained steamships can carry up to 1, 500 and 1,8oo passengers, and 2., 500 tons of
merchandise. The price for the voyage is from I,ooo to 1,2.00 francs, or 2.00 to 2.40 dollars,
for first class cabin. Some of the Pacific Mail steamers are truly floating cities, and one
who has never seen, for example, the Golden Gate cannot conceive of the importance of
steamship travel on the Pacific.''
Such pronouncements concerning the fitness of this service between coasts would
have astonished anyone who had made the identical journey but ten years earlier. While
it was true that the steamship service referred to by Simonin had reduced the transit time
between coasts to well under a month, an awesome price often had to be paid for this
convenience during the first few years of steamship service. Until the completion of a
railroad across the Isthmus of Panama in 18 55, voyagers had to contend with a complete
lack of quick transportation across the narrow strip of land separating the two oceans.
Numerous fatalities resulted from tropical illnesses picked up during the slow trek, often
undertaken by canoe.
This lack of suitable transportation also forced businesses to ship their cargoes of
varied commodities, so much in demand in California, via the far slower, traditional
route around Cape Horn. Vessels offering the fastest delivery times, of course, earned the
highest shipping rates; hence, the development of the clipper ship. Simonin greatly admired these greyhounds of the sea. ''There is no more beautiful spectacle on the sea than
one of these immense vessels, all four masts white with sails, cleaving the waves at a speed
which sometimes reaches thirty-two kilometres an hour [about 2.0 miles], the average
speed of a freight train on the rails."
Simonin's perspective of the voyage differs somewhat from those in many other extant accounts if only because it is related from a foreigner's viewpoint. Entert.aining and
informative as his descriptions of the voyage are, more noteworthy at times are his
remarks touching on the character of the citizens of his host country. The Americans, he
noted, traveled a great deal and loved to do so quickly. "Distances," he went on, "do
not frighten them, and a number of business men make this trip to California from the
Atlantic states once a year." One's luggage, the Frenchman said, indicated the carrier's
place of origin. "The American, equipped with light baggage, such as may often be carried in his cabin without discomfort, embarks with a night bag in hand. Foreign travelers,
on the other hand, may show an excess of baggage and a display of trunks, lockers, coffers, and chests of all kinds. The Yankee admires them and is impressed; but he wonders
what size ships would have to be if every passenger carried as much."
Engineer Simonin drew to a great extent from the daily routines of shipboard life meals, religious observances, amusing diversions, and the like- in providing the reader
not only with the flavor of what such a voyage must have been like, but also in offering
interesting remarks concerning the demeanor of his hosts. The modern reader is
sometimes left wondering where the author's cool, detached reporting offacts and events
leaves off and his tongue-in-cheek sense of humor begins:
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The ''steam clipper'' Golden Gate dispaced about two thousand tons and measured
about 270 feet from stem to stern. She was one of many steamers plying the route
between Panama and Calzfornia for the Pacific Mazl Steamship Line.

Upon am·val at the Isthmus of Panama from the east coast, passengers often had to
weather days of incessant rolling aboard their steamer in the unprotected harbor at
Chagres before conditions improved sufficiently to be disembarked via launch.
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Once ashore in Chagres, passengers could cross the Isthmus of Panama by razl in a
matter of several hours and make connections for the final leg of the journey to
Calzfornia.

when many more persons had embarked than the ship's accommodations
could care for, a great number ofpassengers found themselves condemned to sleep
on tables and sofas in the drawing room. ''
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''Lunch and dinner are served American style; composed, first of all, of a series of
plain foods spread out on the table on small plates of a special shape . These are boiled
vegetables , each on a separate plate: onions here, turnips and carrots there , ears of white
corn (maize) next at hand, a national dish , and farther off potatoes or sweet potatoes, all
like so many samplings . These are at the mercy of the first who helps himself with a victorious jab of the fork. Each table is presided over by one of the officers of the ship, who
carves the piece de resistance for his five or six neighbors . A series of Negroes, transformed into carving officials, divide the same piece for the remaining passengers at a
table in the center of the room . It is invariably the traditional beefsteak or roast beef,
each with potatoes, preceded by fried fish . It goes without saying that at all meals these
plates are changed as little as possible, for Yankees eat everything on the same plate, even
desserts . The use of the napkin is completely unknown . The more delicate carry one in
their baggage or make use of their handkerchief. The end of the tablecloth is also put to
use.
"By the end of the meal almost everyone has his elbows on the table, and this
primitive casualness gives the final touch to the lack of elegance during the banquet. On
several of the steamers on the Pacific the service is carried out in military fashion. The
Negroes arrive in two rows, keeping step. They hold a plate in each hand and set it on the
table in three movements, in three-time, indicated by three strokes on the bell by the
head steward, the ship's commissary . This drill is very quaint and greatly pleases the
passengers.
"Amusements resemble those of every sea voyage . The ship's library has little more
than a few Bibles, whose greasy appearance and ancient date lead one to believe that they
have seen much use, though no one touches them. Each passenger has provided himself
with a book before embarking, usually a novel. Naturally, American novels prevail.
Divided into two columns of print and cramped letters, they so fatigue the vision that
more than one traveler has never set eyes on more than one and the same page from the
cursed day of his departure to the happy day of his arrival. On deck, thoughtful
Americans chew their tobacco in silence. Care has been taken to place for their use
numerous large vessels of a special form, recalling gigantic bowls for pot-pie, and these
permit the Yankee to enjoy his peculiar taste without soiling the floor.
''Divine services are celebrated on Sunday. Such is their fervor, or, if you prefer, their
need to conform to a habit so imperious, that on the Golden Gate I have seen the
passengers, in the absence of a Protestant minister, ask a Catholic priest to give a religious
talk. He preached in Spanish, which he spoke better than English , and the whole crew
came to hear him; and all, passengers, officers, and sailors aboard, listened attentively.
Nevertheless, three-fourths understood nothing of his utterance .
"On board these steamers especially, one can appreciate the American's gift for patience and resignation. On one of the Sonora voyages, from Panama to San Francisco,
when many more persons had embarked than the ship's accommodations could care for ,
a great number of passengers found themselves condemned to sleep on tables and sofas
in the drawing room. Not a one dreamed of complaining. They quietly waited until ten
o'clock in the evening to begin a sleep often troubled by the ship's movement, and at
four in the morning left their improvised beds to allow the servants to clean the room.
The passage was long and tiresome, with a storm included. Yet all these worthy Yankees
signed a public statement of thanks which the passengers tendered the captain for his
good command of the ship during the squall. This calm stoicism of the Americans contrasted strangely with the bad humor of the foreign passengers . Four or five of them
made more noise with their complaints, their outcries and disputes, then all the
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San Francisco as seen by Louis Simonin in 18 59· In this Kushel and Dresellithograph,
the observer is looking south from Telegraph Hill.
Americans on board. The wine was bad, the water upset them, or was not fresh enough,
ice was lacking, service was everywhere bad. The Americans, on the contrary, made no
protest, and assumed that if things were no better, that was probably because no better
was possible."
The Gold Rush, of course, had completely transformed California by the time of
Simonin's arrival in r8s9· In a few short years, San Francisco had grown from a quiet
village of fewer than soo into a bustling city of 25 ,ooo through which thousands passed
weekly on their way inland. New settlements had sprung up all along the routes to the
gold fields. Yet the upshot of ten years of frenetic development undergone by the
Golden State between r849 and Simonin's arrival was quite contrary to what the engineer
had imagined it would be. He expected, he said, to find lynch law in effect and savage
''squatters'' with revolver in hand. Actually, he wrote, ''I saw a happy and tranquil state,
established roads, ocean and river ways strewn with ships, factories, and mines
everywhere active and an industrial progress which would have astonished even an
Englishman, and everywhere a flourishing agriculture, and with it commerce and shipping. Further, the intellectual and moral life of this distant land surpassed all that might
have been expected.''
The principal cause of these advances, he reflected, was ''the great liberty left to the
individual, the spontaneous drive of the citizen and the personal initiative which alone
have produced from elements at first doubtful, even impure, the remarkable results in
the settling of the land of gold.'' This liberty of energy, he noted, was accompanied by a
liberty of conscience, as evidenced by the absence of a state church and the proliferation
of religious sects. (Remember that in r8 59 the United States was alone in not having a
state church, and that the tolerance of the founding fathers had not yet faded from
memory.)
On the other hand, Simonin felt obliged to protest the Puritan severity with which
the Sabbath was observed. ''Most of the stores,'' he wrote, ''must still be closed on Sunday after ten o'clock in the morning under pain of a stiff fine . Theatres and noisy
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amusements are forbidden on that day .... Sunday in San Francisco is far from being a
day of gaiety and recreation. Walks and streets are deserted; in the hotels one meets only
idle and yawning travelers; in the houses, through the half-opened windows, one sees
only bored faces ... Could they not open the museums, the theatres, the parks, in short,
all the public places, to the unemployed mass of the people, and not only churches along
with taprooms and taverns , after the divine services are over? "
While the Sunday routine of San Francisco life might have displeased Simonin, other
aspects of this unfamiliar land received more favorable treatment. Before leaving for
more distant locations, he took time to set down in his journals notes concerning such
topics as the flora and fauna, geography, climate, transportation system, ethnic groups ,
and social structure as he found them to be. As fortune would have it, he would return in
1868. During that visit he gathered additional material which was edited and appended
onto his earlier efforts. Together, these accounts offer the contemporary reader an appealing description of travel to and within California during its first few years of development, a refreshing narrative offered from the foreign traveler's point of view.
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RED ROCK ISLAND
GLENN H. YOUNGLING

From time immemorial, islands have appealed to the imagination of nearly everyone.
Many are surrounded with an aura of history or legend; others fulfill the need to get away
from it all, to escape. Several islands in San Francisco Bay incorporate these popular conceptions about what islands should be . Certainly the mention of Alcatraz produces
numerous images of its legendary past, while Angel Island brings to mind, among other
things, a restful retreat from life's hectic pace. Other islands, however, have been largely
forgotten in the busy flow of Bay Area events . Red Rock (sometimes called Moleta) Island
falls into this category . Situated only a few hundred yards south of the Richmond-San
Rafael Bridge, this six-acre island earns scant recognition from the thousands of commuters passing by on their daily journeys to and from the city. A recounting of its history
should help lift the veil of ignorance surrounding one of the lesser known features of the
San Francisco Bay.
In the beginning a vein of manganese clay forced its way up within the surrounding
soil. Gradually, as the mountains of the Coast Range rose, the Sierra run-off sought
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Situated just south of the RichmondSan Rafael Bridge, part of Red Rock
Island lies within the jurisdiction of the
City of San Francisco, even though
Fisherman's Wharf lies fifteen mtfes to
the south.

openings to reach the Pacific. At the Carquinez Straits, where the immense force of the
inland sea broke through, waters passing through the Golden Gate eroded the soft rock
hills until the straits and bay took on their present form. Amid the powerful, swift currents that poured toward the Pacific, a vein of iron oxide and manganese several miles
south of the Straits proved resistant to erosion. As the surrounding hills gave way, almost
in the middle of a three-mile gap, Red Rock Island emerged . Today it stands 169 feet
high and is surrounded by channels sixty-feet deep on each side . Iron oxide produces the
unique reddish color which accounts for its name.
The history of Red Rock Island begins in 1775 when Cafiizares , a Spanish navigator
with the Ayala expedition, located a "high farallon" on the first complete map of San
Francisco Bay . Spaniards named it ''Moleta'' because of its conical shape. Later the name
Golden Rock became more popular, either because of the isle's golden hue or the legends
of vast pirate treasures buried there. The names Golden, Moleta, and Red Rock were used
interchangeably, depending on which map or authority was consulted.
The island was nothing more than a reference point until 1848 when Selim E. Woodworth took possession of it. The son of poet Samuel Woodworth, Selim built a cabin
Glenn Youngling's interest in sazfing and San Franczsco Bay led him to write hzstories ofseveral obscure
zslands whzle an undergraduate at University of the Pacific; for his efforts he received first place in the
Kirkbride Award Competition . A graduate of Hastings College of Law, Mr. Youngling zs currently a
San Franczsco attorney specializing in condominium and construction law.
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where he lived comfortably for days at a time while fishing, hunting birds, and reflecting
on his own colorful life. A native of New York, he had joined the U.S. Navy and reached
the rank of lieutenant before traveling overland to Oregon in 1846 at age thirty. During
the winter of 1846-47 he visited Sutter's Fort where he participated in one of the relief expeditions sent to rescue the stranded Donner Party. Selim moved on to San Francisco
where he purchased considerable property and, after a brief return to seafaring, became a
prosperous merchant and a highly respected, influential citizen . He was a member of the
first state senate and of the Vigilance Committee of 1851. When the Civil War broke out,
he rejoined the Navy, reaching the rank of commodore before retiring in 1867 at age fiftyone.
Until his death in 1871, Woodworth often sought escape from the bustle and turmoil
of San Francisco business and political life. Red Rock Island became his sanctuary, a place
where he could return to a simple life . Although popularly thought of as the owner of
Red Rock, he never in fact filed a claim to the property. With his death, it once again
became an insignificant part of the public domain of San Francisco Bay.
The isle's next regular visitors were Swedish sailors who reduced the island to nearly
half its former size within thirty years. European ships which unloaded cargo at San Francisco needed ballast for the long voyage back around the Cape. Recognizing that a
valuable paint pigment could be extracted from the reddish rock, the Swedes made it a
regular practice to quarry their ballast from Red Rock and sell it after the voyage home.
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Selim Woodworth, the first owner of
Red Rock.

An article refem'ng briefly to Red Rock
appeared in the july r859 issue of
Hutchings' California Magazine. Mention was made not only of Selim Woodworth 's ''bachelor cabin'' but of a few
sheep and several hundred rabbits also
populating the tiny island.
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As the United States increased its naval presence in the Pacific, the potential military
value of the island also gained recognition . In 1867 the government considered using
several bay islands as artillery emplacements to protect the approaches to Mare Island
shipyards. Not until October 21, 1882, however, did President Chester A. Arthur sign an
order ''reserving for military purposes' ' the island which ''guards the mouth of San Pablo
Bay." The Navy, however, never chose to fortify Red Rock.
Renewed interest in the deserted island developed during the trial of labor leader
Tom Mooney for involvement in the 1916 Preparedness Day bombing. A San Francisco
police inspector who knew of Mooney's arrest near the island became convinced that he
had hidden a great deal of dynamite on Red Rock. Inspector Barney Rheil crawled
through the island's scores of caves and tunnels searching for evidence, although he
found nothing against Mooney.
Rheil's exploration stimulated his personal interest in the island. He rediscovered
deposits of manganese which had been partially mined in the 187os before being forgotten. Convinced that he had found a fortune, Rheil filed a mining claim on the island and
triumphantly announced to newspaper reporters that he had acquired the island's great
wealth. He tunnelled through the rock at great expense before finally admitting that the
ore was not of commercial grade. Mining soon ceased, although Rheil was sufficiently optimistic about use of the island that in 1923 , when the United States government offered
several islands in the San Francisco Bay for sale, he purchased Red Rock.
Another possible profitable use for Red Rock was as an anchor for a bridge spanning
the north bay. In fact, Red Rock seemed like a more reasonable alternative than the
Marin Islands to the north which owner Tom Crowley, Sr., hoped to see used for a similar
purpose . In the end, however, engineers selected a route across the Carquinez Straits
where they constructed the bay's first high-level bridge, a spectacular cantilever structure.
The span completed in 1927 was high enough to enable ships to pass under on route to
Sacramento or Stockton. It was also the first bridge in the world specifically designed to
withstand earthquakes. The Richmond-San Rafael Bridge , which opened in 1956, also
bypassed Red Rock.
Other uses for the island were substantially limited by the ''withdrawal'' which President Herbert Hoover signed in 1932. Not only did the executive order make it nearly impossible for private persons or corporations to purchase remaining government-owned
islands along the Pacific Coast, but it prohibited quarrying at Red Rock or the use of any
bay islands for billboard advertising.
Heirs of Barney Rheil who inherited the island found it plagued by complicated
jurisdictional disputes. As a cornerstone of Bay Area counties, portions of Red Rock lie in
Contra Costa, Marin, and San Francisco counties . The tiny Marin County portion (less
than an acre) is split between Tiburon and unincorporated areas. As a result of this situation, confusion results as tax rates and classifications vary among jurisdictions. The San
Francisco tax assessor, Russell Wolden, once went so far as to rent a launch and proceed to
the island where he fell from the boat into the surf, then managed to crawl, while only
slightly inebriated, up the beach to plant the official flag of San Francisco.
By 1964 increasing taxes and the impracticality of using the island finally compelled
Rheil's heirs to place the island for sale at a price of over ss o,ooo. David and Carole
Glickman found the island enchanting, borrowed money from the previous owners, and
became the new rulers of the desolate island . Although hopes for a ''high rise nautical
retreat'' were voiced, the Glickmans seem to have had no firm plans to actually develop
the island or even use it themselves; instead they hoped its value would increase.
On February 8, 196 5, they sold it to the current owner, Mack L. Durning.
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Why would anyone continue to pay nearly a thousand dollars in property taxes each
year for an apparently worthless, uninhabited island? Perhaps it is legends of buried
treasure which give value to the island, or the hope that mining may once again be
allowed. Land speculation may also explain Durning's interest, or perhaps he, like
millions of other dreamers around the world, is simply enchanted with the novelty of
owning his own kingdom.

SOURCES: Information about Red Rock Island's
geology may be found in Geologic Handbook of
the San Francisco Bay Counties (San Francisco,
19 54); U.S . Coast Pilot-Pacific Coast
(Washington, 194 3); and California Place Names
- A Geographical Dictionary (Berkeley, 1941).
Biographical information about Red Rock's first
owner, Selim Woodworth, was found in H . H.
Bancroft's Pioneer Register and Index
(Baltimore , 1964) and Soule , Gihon, and

Nisbet's The Annals of San Francisco (Palo Alto,
1966). Additional data concerning Red Rock
Island was provided by Harold Gilliam 's San
Francisco Bay (New York, 1957) and John Kemble's San Francisco Bay. A Pictonal History. Official records in the San Francisco Recorder's Office , the tax assessor's records in San Francisco,
Marin, and Contra Costa counties, and articles in
the Oakland Tribune were also utilized .
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Father Peter Christopher Yorke.
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FATHER YORKE AND THE
SAN FRANCISCO WATERFRONT, 19oi-I9I6
TIMOTHY

J. SARBAUGH

Father Peter Christopher Yorke is best known as a dedicated and leading figure of San
Francisco's organized labor movement. Joseph Brusher, in his biography of Yorke, entitled one chapter, ''Yorke: The Champion of Labor.'' Bernard Cronin devoted his entire
book, Father Yorke and the Labor Movement of Ca/zfornia, I9oo-r9IO, to this subject .
But how accurate is this assessment of Yorke's involvement with labor? Was Yorke really
an adamant supporter of organized labor? When applying these questions to Yorke's
relationship with the unions on the waterfront of San Francisco between 1901-1916, one
finds Yorke's historiographical assessment thus far to be misleading. Viewed from
another perspective, he becomes not so much a champion of labor, as a partisan leader
during the 1901 strike, purely motivated in helping only his fellow Irish-Americans, using
the labor unions on the waterfront to this end . And in the Longshoremen's strike of 1916,
Yorke became an ardent Irish nationalist, abandoning not only the waterfront unions in
their time of need, but also his fellow Irish-Americans. Hence Yorke can be viewed first
and foremost as an Irish nationalist.
Peter Christopher Yorke was born in Galway, Ireland, in 1864. During his youth he
studied for the priesthood, graduating from St . Patrick's College, Maynooth . He completed his education in the United States at St. Mary's Seminary in Baltimore, where Cardinal James Gibbons ordained him in December 1886. The Church then assigned him to
Timothy]. Sarbaugh is Professor of History at San jose State University as well as an instructor at San
jose City College . The results of his continuing research in Irish-American history have previously been
published in a number of magazines, including California History . He is currently working on a book
dealing with the Insh and the Calzfomia Gold Rush in the southern Mother Lode.
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Andrew Furuseth, head of the City
Front Federation, suffered harsh treatment whzfe a young sazlor and devoted
his life to advancing the interests of one
of the most scorned sections of the labor
force - the seamen.

President of the Teamsters, Michael
Casey had formed the union only a year
before the confrontation between the
Employers' Association and the City
Front Federation. He served as leader of
the Teamsters for nearly four decades.

San Francisco where he became editor of the Monitor newspaper and eventually pastor of
St. Peter's Church.
From his first days in San Francisco, Yorke championed the causes of the Catholics
and Irish-Americans. He boldly fought the American Protective Association's policy of
discriminating against Catholics and Irish-Americans in all spheres of life: political,
economic, and occupational. Concomitantly, he took up organizing Irish-Americans into
Irish national groups such as the Gaelic League, the Friends of Irish Freedom, and the
American Association for the Recognition of the Irish Republic. He was the main
spokesman of the California Irish and deserved the accolade ''the platform and
mouthpiece of California Irish nationalism .'' Aided by J. J. Mellot, in 1902 Yorke founded the Leader, which by 1916 had a readership of r6,ooo. He remained editor until his
death in 1925.
Although participating in some labor activities earlier, Yorke's first major engagement with the Unions on the waterfront occurred in r9or. In San Francisco, as one
historian noted, "unionism was coming to its own." Of the 217 unions in the state, 90
(or about 41% ), with an overall membership of w,ooo, resided in San Francisco.
In the r88os and r89os, modern unionism arose on the San Francisco waterfront as
sailors and longshoremen formed into separate organizations . The sailors had organized
into the Sailor's Union of the Pacific, which eventually affiliated itself with the International Seamen's Union. The longshoremen by the r89os had four local unions: the Rig-
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gers' and Stevedores' Union Association, the Longshoremen Lumber Protective Association, the Stevedores' Association, and the Independent Longshoremen. By the turn of
the century, all four had affiliated with the International Longshoremen's Association.
In early 1901, after recovering from the depression of the 189os and in a sign of rejuvenated strength, these two major unions along with others on the waterfront combined to form the City Front Federation, ''the first viable one in San Francisco's history.''
The seamen's leader, Andrew Furuseth, headed the federation, which had a total
membership of 13,ooo and a treasury of S25o,ooo. Mainly in reaction to the creation of
the CFF, the San Francisco employers established the Employer's Association.
These two unified groups clashed in what has been termed ''the Sarajevo of one of
the Pacific Coast's fiercest labor wars!'' In July 1901, when the Epworth Methodist League
held its national convention in San Francisco, the Norton Special Delivery Company
handled the conveyance of the visitors' baggage. Although a non-union firm, the company sought assistance in carrying out of this task from the North Draying Company,
whose workers belonged to the Drayers' Association, which had an agreement with the
Brotherhood of Teamsters. The agreement stipulated that the workers were not obligated
to work for or with non-union companies. Nevertheless, the Draying company insisted
that baggage handlers work alongside non-union men. The workers refused, executives of
the Draying company locked out its employees, and the bitter strike began.
Yorke became involved on the side of labor a few days after the strike commenced.
But what motivated him to such action? In general, historians have attributed one
primary reason for his support of the labor cause: Yorke was a spiritual and social
reformer who believed in the precepts put forth in Pope Leo XIII' s encyclical Rerum
Novarum. The encyclical espoused the right of workers to organize and to bargain collectively. So mainly as an idealistic, social reformer, with the backing of papal dogma,
Yorke entered the fray in 1901, perceiving the strike as the ultimate conflict between labor
unions and employers.
A closer scrutiny of the facts in 1901, however, reveals a different story. In reality, this
religious and idealistic incentive proved in the end only to justify Yorke's actions, not to
have caused them. Yorke's main impetus for entering the fray centered around his ethnic
identification with the Teamsters, the bulk of whom consisted of Irish-Americans. President Michael Casey was an immigrant from Ireland and a close associate of Yorke's, and
Yorke only became involved in the dispute after Casey had asked him for his support. So
not the cause of organized labor but that of Irish-Americans motivated Yorke's participation on the side of labor in the 1901 strike. Immediately Yorke began active support for
the Teamsters. Eight days after the strike's inception, Yorke spoke at a labor rally in
Metropolitan Hall, encouraging further resistance by the Teamsters: "A strike is War. It
is the last recourse. While you desire peace, you cannot accept any peace but peace with
honor.''
The Teamsters had originally struck alone. As the strike progressed, Yorke and Casey
realized they needed the backing of the CFF in order to continue the strike and to coerce
the Employers' Association into a more flexible position. As one labor leader at the time
commented: ''The City Front Federation now holds in its hands the fortunes of the labor
movement of the Pacific Coast.'' Therefore Yorke, with assistance from Casey, convinced
Furuseth and the other members of the CFF executive committee that in this strike ''the
labor unions of San Francisco were threatened with elimination.'' Their arguments
proved persuasive, and on July 30 the CFF called on all its members to walk out. All dock
activities (shipping, loading, and unloading) ceased; by September 1901, 200 ships were
tied up, and 15,ooo workers were on strike.
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As conditions on the waterfront worsened, the Employers' Association called in
strikebackers, mainly blacks, Mexicans, and students . As historian Ira Cross has noted,
these newcomers created a hostile and tense atmosphere on the waterfront: ''Labor and
capital rushed at each others' throats like angry dogs . Regardless of the consequences to
themselves or to the economic, political, and social interests of the community, each one
was interested in destroying the other." Killings and beatings occurred along the waterfront. During the strike, five persons died and 3 36 were injured. Mayor James Phelan and
Police Chief William Sullivan beefed up their regular forces on the dock with men called
''specials .''
Throughout September, acts of violence continued. Both parties of the dispute remained intransigent, a stalemate existed, and negotiations ceased. The Employers'
Association stated that it had "nothing to arbitrate ; it was exercising its right to run a
business without interference from organized labor." Yorke, who continued as the main
spokesman of labor, published many pro-labor articles in the Examiner. In one he asked,
"Why do such men organize to destroy the organizations of the poor man?" Because of
this volatile situation on the waterfront, Mayor Phelan sent a note to Governor Henry
Gage, requesting the support of the state militia on the docks of San Francisco.
Uncertain about approving this request, Governor Gage went to San Francisco on October 2 . He first sought the advice of Yorke . During an hour-long meeting at St. Peter's
Rectory, they discussed the strike and Phelan's request. Yorke discouraged Gage from
calling out the state militia, arguing that such action would only create more violence and
would not resolve the dispute . Yorke and Gage agreed that the governor should meet
with the leaders of the labor unions and the Employer's Association .
The meeting took place that afternoon. Gage, by threatening to proclaim martial law
on the waterfront, convinced the two sides to agree on a settlement . On the next day,
Yorke announced in the Examiner that ''The strike was ended . Thank God! Let us have
Peace!" The settlement, however, was seen as a draw. Employers recognized the unions
as a group they had to bargain with, and the union workers returned to work alongside
non-union workers. The major consequence of the strike was the creation of a Union
Labor Party, which won the mayor's seat in the subsequent November elections .
After the 1901 strike, Yorke busied himself with the cause of independence for
Ireland. He founded the Leader and promoted the activities of the Gaelic League, a
group trying to revive the culture and language of Gaelic Ireland. By 1914, his tactices had
become more militant. On July 26 of that year, only a few days before the outbreak of
World War I, a confrontation between the Irish people and British troops known as the
Bachelor's Walk incident occurred in Dublin. "This New Baptism in Blood," declared
Yorke, gave "new life" to California's Irish republicanism. He established an Irish
Volunteers Fund which by November 1915 had gathered ss,ooo. The Easter Uprising
began in Ireland on April 24, 1916 , when the Irish Volunteers stormed the Dublin Post
Office on O'Connell Street. A week later, the Irish rebels were subdued by English
troops. In all, Patrick Pearse and fifteen other leaders of the Uprising were executed .
On April 29, 1916, Yorke's Leader headlined "Ireland Declares War on England!"
and carried a front page picture of besieged Dublin . Yorke formed a new Irish nationalist
group in California called the Friends oflrish Freedom (FOIF) and organized several protest meetings at the Dreamland Rink of San Francisco. In the beginning of June, Yorke
and the FOIF had established an Irish Relief Fund drive which by July 15 had collected
$30,000.

The pages of the Leader during June and July 1916 failed to reveal that a violent and
bloody strike was affecting San Francisco's waterfront. On May 9, 1916, the
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Longshoremen of San Francisco notified the Waterfront Employers' Union, the successor
of the Employers' Association, of their new schedule of wages and hours that should be
implemented by June r. The WEU refused to accept these demands; consequently John
Murphy, leader of the Riggers' and Stevedores' Union Association Local 38-33 of the
ILA, ordered 4,ooo longshoremen out on strike. Longshoremen all along the Pacific
Coast followed the same action, inaugurating the first unified Pacific Coast strike.
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The longshoremen, nonetheless, based their strike on tenuous principles, for in
December r9r s, the longshoremen of the ILA of the Pacific Coast and the Employers had
agreed after nearly two years of negotiation to a sixty-day grace period after new demands
were made before calling a strike. In April r9r6, the ILA's Pacific Coast convention in
Seattle had decided to ignore the sixty-day grace period, demanding the employer's acceptance of their new wage increases by June.
Because of this apparent breach of agreement by the longshoremen, San Francisco's
City Waterfront Federation, successor to the CFF, did not directly assist the
longshoremen during the strike. Editorials in the Coast Seamen's journal even used caution when reporting on the strike . Nonetheless, the leaders of the City Waterfront
Federation immersed themselves in promoting negotiations between the two sides . They
emerged as the primary mediators during the strike.
Violence and bloodshed once again characterized the strike. Numerous reports of
policemen being hit by rocks, merchants being beaten at the Pier, and longshoremen being attacked by strikebreakers filled the city's newspapers. Eventually two and a half
million dollars worth of goods piled up on the docks. In early July, the Chamber of Commerce, led by Federick Koster, declared its support for an open shop and a quick end to
the strike . On July ro, Koster and the Chamber of Commerce sponsored a meeting at the
Metropolitan Hall, attended by 2,ooo merchants. One of the main speakers at the
gathering, Captain Robert Dollar, a leading shipowner and merchant, conveyed his quick
solution to the strike : ''When they compel us to send one ambulance to the receiving
hospital, we send two of theirs.'' The gathering created a five man Law and Order Committee headed by Koster. Its stated purpose was to end the strike, to establish law and
order, and to make San Francisco an open-shop city . Five minutes after the formation of
the committee, swo,ooo had been collected for its treasury; and by the end of the week
the amount reached one million dollars. The Coast Seamen's journal charged that ''The
one million dollars was going to be used to import more gunmen and sluggers in order
that ambulances full of many union men may be sent to the hospital.'' Longshoremen on
the docks referred to this anti-labor union movement as ''Kosterization.''
The Law and Order Committee never really had enough time to implement its program to end the strike, for on July 19 the strike ended. The longshoremen, because of
their isolated position and with their financial resources on the ebb, agreed to return to
work under the conditions prior to June 1. The negotiated settlement which finally
emerged on August 20 provided the longshoremen with a slight increase in wages.
Throughout the whole ordeal, Yorke remained a reticent spectator. He did not even
assist the City Waterfront Federation in its attempts to mediate the dispute, nor John
Murphy, a fellow Irish-American and the leader of the Longshoremen. Instead Yorke
devoted his time and energy organizing protest meetings and fund drives for the Irish
cause . Only a cruel act of murder during the Preparedness Day Parade on July 22, r9r6,
prompted Yorke to write a brief editorial in the Leader - a week after the strike had ended. This event gave more credence to the Law and Order Committee's campaign for an
open-shop city and also put under suspicion Yorke's Irish nationalistic activities and proGerman stance. In the editorial, Yorke accused the Committee of loving order more than
law. According to Yorke, "Koster aspires to be the Csar of San Francisco." Yorke then
condemned the Committee for trying to create a mood of hysteria in the city over the
bombing incident.
During the longshoremen's strike of r9r6, Yorke's silence revealed his true nature.
Ireland and its cause for independence were his main concern, followed by IrishAmericans, which made the primary link with the cause of organized labor. When the
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Anxious to bring about a quick end to
the labor stoppage, Chamber of Commerce President Fredrick Koster helped
create a jive man Law and Order Com mittee to try and pressure the strzkers
into submission.

Captain Robert Dollar, influential
businessman and Koster supporter, supported the notion that violence instigated by strz'kers on the waterfront
had to be countered with the supen'or
use offorce in order to break the strz'ke.

waterfront strike in 1916 needed help, Yorke was not there. He had forgotten already the
waterfront's crucial help given in the 1901 strike . Most important, Yorke could have made
a big difference in the way the strike of 1916 turned out. Maybe historians of today would
not have to refer to the strike as "a fiasco, a violent strike that violated a contract and
allowed a strong openshop movement to rise in San Francisco, '' had Yorke undertaken as
strong a role of leadership in this latter dispute as he had in the strike of 1901.

SOURCES : For general background the author
has used James Walsh, Ethnic Mzlitancy: An
lrzsh Catholic Prototype (San Francisco , 1975) ;
Bernard C. Cronin, Father Yorke and the Labor
Movement in San Francisco , I9 0 0-I9IO
(Washington D.C.: Catholic University of
America, 194 3); Joseph Brusher, Consecrated
Thunderbolt Ooseph Wagners Publications:
N.J ., 1973); and John B. McGloin, San Franczsco: The Story ofa City (San Rafael , CA , 1978).
Greater detail on the labor movement can be
gleaned from Robert Knight , Industrzal Relations in the San Franczsco Bay Area, I900 - I9I B

(Berkeley , 196o); Ira Cross, A Hzstory of the
Labor Movement in Calzforma (Berkeley , 1935 );
Joseph Goldberg, The Marztime Story (Cambridge , MA, 195 8); Paul S. Taylor, The Sazlor 's
Union of the Pacific (New York, 1973) ; and Betty Schneider and Abraham Siegel , lndustrzal
Relations in the Pacific Coast Longshore Industry
(Berkeley, 1956). Primary sources include the
Leader, the Coast Seamen's Journal, contemporary pamphlets , and manuscripts at San Jose
State University and in the International
Longshoremen's and Warehousemen 's Union archives in San Francisco.
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
Pn.mary material related to Western history

CALIFORNIA CLIPPERS
RONALD H. LIMBAUGH

The hot, mad scramble for California gold had already begun to cool by the early 18 sos
when Yankee ingenuity came forth with one of its greatest triumphs . Responding to the
frantic cry from understocked West Coast merchants competing with each other for
miner's nuggets, New England shipbuilders unveiled the Clippers - majestic vessels
with gracefully arching bows, slender beams, and lofty masts draped with gleaming canvas that could cover two football fields . Sacrificing cargo space for speed , these marvelous
square-riggers raced over the waves at twenty knots or more, cutting nearly a month off
the Cape Horn route from Sandy Hook to the Golden Gate.
From the Corbett-Failing Company Records we literally take a page from history to
show the manifest of the Clipper Sweepstakes, a blue-ribbon ship that in r8s6 covered
the New York-to-San Francisco route in ninety-four days . In the late' sos, as West Coast
business declined, the Sweepstakes turned her prow southwest to carry American goods
to the new gold fields in Australia.
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Many of the goods offered for sale by the Corbett-Fazfing Company of Portland,
Oregon were shipped via clipper. This general merchandising firm, founded by
Henry Corbett (later U.S. Senator from Oregon), owed its vigorous growth largely to
the fact that it controlled many of the transportation services upon which the
development of the Pacific Northwest depended.
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There have been almost as many variations in the physical description ofjoaquin
Murieta as there have been in the accounts of his many exploits. The drawing above
and portrait opposite appeared originally in a series of installments chronicling the
bandit's life published in the California Police Gazette. They were done by the
famous Calzfornia artist, Charles Nahl.
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THE REVERBERANT JOAQUIN MURIETA
IN CALIFORNIA LEGENDRY
HECTOR H . LEE

Everyone who writes critically about Joaquin Murieta, legendary bandit of early California, faces the need to distinguish fact from fiction, history from folklore. This is not an
easy task because the relationship between history and folklore is frequently more intimate than most historians care to recognize. But since history is about people and the
verifiable facts come from people, in the writings .of even the most scrupulous historians
there is some folklore, and sometimes the legend reverberates long after the historical
facts have been exhausted.
W. H. Hutchinson, well known in western history circles, once quipped with the
typical ''Hutch'' touch, ''Oh, Hell! Folklore is nothing but history born out of wedlock,
anyway." However, one could answer with equal validity that history is folklore
legitimized. The current interest in collecting, preserving, and interpreting oral history is
a productive recognition that the whole truth about an event or social condition is not to
be found exclusively in the facts but in the legends as well. Sometimes it is only through
the legend, which transcends the facts, that the "essential truth" may be found.
Hector Lee, Emeritus Professor ofEnglish at Sonoma State University, is a popular storyteller as well as
an authority on western legendry . He has been president of the Calzfornia Folklore Society and is well
known for his books, articles, and lectures on western Amencan folklore and local history. The present
article on joaquin Muneta is adapted from his Archer Taylor Memonal Lecture in Folklore delivered at
the 1980 conference of the Calzfornza Folklore Society.
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In dealing with legendry either as an element of history or as a separate genre of folk
literature, we must begin by asking what a legend is . In the past, folklorists have tended
to define legend as a story set in the recent or historical past that is believed to be true by
those who communicate it. But in more recent scholarship the idea that belief is essential
to either the development or the perpetuation of a legend is being abandoned . While
some legends are indeed believed by most of the people who tell them , others may or
may not be considered true by either tellers or listeners. Folklorist Richard Dorson, who
takes the broader view, says, "The vital folklore and especially the legends of a given
period reflect the main concerns and values, the tensions and anxieties, goals and drives
of the period.''
In this approach , belief in the legend is not required , only a belief in the conditions
upon which the legend is predicated. This allows for the essential truth if not the actual
or believed facts of a story . The distinction is perhaps best expressed by Black Elk, speaking through John G. Neihardt, in telling the legend of the supernatural white woman:
''This they tell, and whether it happened or not I do not know; but if you think about it,
you can see that it is true . ''
A legend, then, may be defined as a folk narrative (or a collection of anecdotes aggregating to a folk narrative) about a real or presumably real person, time, place, or
event. For example, a local legend about a haunted house may not actually be believed,
but for the sake of the telling it is presumed to be believed ; it must be credible if it is to
continue in oral tradition . The story of the Wandering Jew is a composite legend of this
type. And so is the cycle of Murieta stories . The reason a given legend continues in circulation is that it serves one or more cultural or psychological needs. It may glorify a person such as a culture hero or villain; it may explain some geographic feature or
phenomenon of nature ; it may memorialize an event; or it may provide a context for
wishful thinking thus serving a psychological purpose .
Another feature of most legends is that they contain elements borrowed from other
tale types, or may contain motifs from other times, places, or persons. This characteristic
of the genre may be called the accretional tendency of the folk hero. Two purposes are
served by this process, both dear to the folk: First, adventures and events involving otherwise insignificant persons may be thought by the folk to be worth preserving, but they
would be lost and forgotten if they were not attached to the exploits of the dominant
hero. And second, such borrowed exploits add to the ultimate stature of the hero. For
similar reasons the imperfections of the legendary character are dropped out by the folk .
Or, to be more accurate, the weaknesses of the folk hero are forgotten by some and
remembered by others, giving the legend a double image. That is why we usually get two
or more traditional pictures of a folk hero and thus contradictory impressions of such
figures as Abraham Lincoln, Brigham Young, or John Bidwell.
We must also consider the question of geographic distribution and the regionally
representative nature of this kind of folklore. By saying ''legendry in California'' we are
obviously setting arbitrary boundaries for a folkloristic region. Such geographical limits
only provide convenient packaging. If there is a body of legendry for California it should
reflect the points mentioned above. Is there, after all, what could be called a California
legend .expressing the geographical, social, and cultural meaning of the region? The
answer ts yes.
There are actually two legends which represent California that are known and told by
a broad sampling of Californians; they have widespread popularity because they
memorialize concerns, values, anxieties, goals, and drives of the people. These are the
story of the Donner Party and the legend of Joaquin Murieta. Historical research has
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validated the major elements in the tragic Donner adventure, and the telling has moved
from traditional folk versions to more epic accounts by writers . But the Murieta story still
belongs to the folk; the yearning among certain groups to create a Robin Hood has given
the cycle both credibility and endurance.
The various elements of the aggregate Murieta legend come from many parts of
California. This real or presumably real person has been placed on the Stanislaus River,
the Castle Crags area near Mount Shasta, the foothills near Marysville, the city of
Stockton, most of the San Joaquin Valley, Carmel and Monterey, the Tehachapi mountains, and finally in the Coast Range at Cantua Creek north of Coalinga. Even though we
are told that the Murieta legend is historically untrue, the presumably real Joaquin got
around to a lot of places .
In a recent book joaquin Mum.eta And His Horse Gangs, Frank F. Latta has
presented an impressive array of documents and primary source data about Joaquin,
whom he calls El Famoso to distinguish him from the several other bandits with the same
name. Latta offers convincing evidence that the bandit was a real person, that his various
gangs did steal horses, and that the last fatal battle was fought at Cantua Creek. The
spelling of the name continues to be moot. Latta uses Murrieta because that is the usual
family name, but earlier writers chose various forms, and Murieta seems to be the one
preferred by most.
The continuing life of the story is due to two main factors: the motivation in Chicano
communities throughout California to perpetuate an anti-establishment and ethnically
representative champion for whom there is still felt a psychological need, and the extraordinary circumstances of his treatment after death. The basic story is that when he was
killed, some say by a posse in hot pursuit, Captain Harry Love or one of his men cut off
the bandit's head and brought it back in a sack or can of alcohol as evidence to collect the
reward . Others say he was lynched from a Mariposa jail. Still others report that he was
ambushed and killed in western Fresno County on July 2.5, r8 53 . And some informants
have claimed that he was not killed at all. The head declared to be that of Joaquin was
preserved in a big jar of alcohol or formaldahyde, or possibly bichloride of mercury, and
exhibited in side shows and county fairs - for a fee , of course - from r8 53 until the San
Francisco earthquake and fire of 1906, at which time it was presumably destroyed.
Historians and folklorists are familiar with the general outline of the legend: how the
young Mexican and his bride came up from Mexico, probably Sonora, to settle in the
California foothills; how American bully boys horsewhipped him and raped his wife; how
this foul deed made him turn outlaw, gather a loyal band around him, and establish
hideouts throughout the Sierra; how a beautiful woman joined his band, rode with him,
became his paramour, and finally betrayed him; how he robbed stages , stole cattle and
horses, and in general disturbed the peace and dignity of the solid citizens; how he always
befriended the poor Mexicans and in turn received from them aid and sanctuary as needed; and how he finally was hunted down and killed along with several of his companions
including the notorious Three-Fingered Jack.
Joseph Henry Jackson, in his well-documented study of California outlaws, Bad Company, argued that almost the entire story is fiction . The Robin Hood theme was glowingly
provided by John Rollin ''Yellow Bird'' Ridge in his imaginative and highly popular
dime novel which set the legend in motion in r8 54· And later writers reinforced the same
motif. The folk quickly took over the story and added other desired elements.
Moreover, the fact that there were probably four or five Joaquins, or desperadoes of
Mexican ancestry using that name in the early r8sos, made little difference . The accretional tendencies of the folk hero were at work in the Murieta cycle, and the various ex-
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Thzs image of joaquin was supposedly
given by the bandit to Sheriff Ben Marshall of Murphys in r8 Fin appreciation
for the lawman's intervention during a
confrontation between the not-yetnotorious Murieta and a gang oftoughs.

ploits of the others were picked up and merged into focus on the one Joaquin who was
eventually run to ground by Harry Love in r8 53. Episodes were also borrowed from the
Dame Shirley letters and from other accounts of Mexican persecution by the Anglos, and
to these were added later incidents of ensuing acts of retribution needed to flesh out the
legend .
There are several aspects of the story, however, that may not be so well-known. First,
there was a reawakening of general interest in the legend in the r88os, some thirty years
after the alleged death of Murieta. Second, in most second or third generation Mexican
families of California Chicano enclaves today, Murieta is still revered as a hero, his exploits are believed, and the legend lives on. And third, the bottled head was not lost in
19o6; it still exists in its jar and can be visited, not for a fee any more but by appointment.
Whether the head is really that ofJoaquin or, as Latta claims, the head of Chappo, an Indian hostler for Joaquin, is still a moot question.
We can assume, even without much documentary evidence, that between 1854 and
the r88os the story was kept alive, stimulated no doubt by the visible reminder of the socalled head. Indeed, Raymund F. Wood in a Pacific Hzstorian article a decade ago
pointed out that in r8s8 one Charles Howe of San Francisco published a five-act play
called joaquin Murieta de Castzllo, the Celebrated Bandit; and another melodrama written by an actor named Gabutti was seen and described in 1872. by a diarist named Albert
K. Owen. In r869 California poet Cincinnatus Hiner Miller published his popular though
not very good poem glorifying the outlaw. It was from this literary enterprise that Miller
picked up for himself the pseudonym Joaquin.
But the use of the Murieta story by poets and playwrights does not make it a folk
legend. In the r88os, however, there was a quickened interest in Murieta, at least as expressed by the public press. Historian H. H . Bancroft, in his Hzstory of California and in
Popular Tn.bunals, both published in the r88os, gave credence to the story. Moreover,
that period of time - thirty years after the so-called facts - came at a time when those
who might have known Murieta, and especially the men who allegedly rode with him,
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were growing old and were facing, through more natural causes, the imminence of their
own inevitable departure from this earthly scene. They remembered that he had buried
his treasure or hid his ill-gotten gold in caves and various other places, and apparently
people wanted to get their old maps or exploit their fading memories before it was too
late. For the press, this became news.
An alleged widow of Murieta even surfaced in r883. According to the Fresno Expositor of that year, ''In his various expeditions of robbery and murder, it is supposed
that Joaquin Murieta accumulated vast sums of gold, which he hid in the mountain
fastnesses. This gold has been zealously sought for since Joaquin was gathered to his
fathers by the deadly bullets of Capt. Love's men, and especially asJoaquin's wife, who
still lives in this vicinity, pursued the search for the hidden lucre.'' According to the
Fresno Expositor reporter in an article dated April n, r883, the lady spent twenty years
looking for the treasure.
Others were searching as well. One American in Mexico got from an old man dying of
consumption a map which led him to a place in the Coast Range known as Joaquin's
Lookout. Presumably the old man, along with Murieta, Three-Fingered Jack, and French
Pete had buried the treasure, which consisted of a quicksilver tank full of gold, an oyster
can full of watches, and a yeast powder can full of miscellaneous jewelry. After the booty
had been securely hidden and the place marked so it could be easily recognized later,
Three-Fingered Jack had killed French Pete lest in some drunken spree he would betray
the secret hiding place. The American from Mexico, following el viejo's directions,
searched but failed to find the cache.
Meanwhile, others were digging in various other places. One such location, having
been identified to the satisfaction of the folk, even became a shrine. The Santa Barbara
Independent for May 1-4, r883, reported, "It is stated that in Mariposa County many
Mexican and Portuguese families are flocking to the camp at Joaquin Murieta's old retreat
in the mountains. It is said that sufferers from malarial fever have been miraculously
cured there." In r887 a man appeared in Ventura County claiming to have found part of
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Another depiction of Murieta, a painting by joe Rodriguez, appears opposite
the title page ofFrank Latta's recent Joaquin Murrieta and His Horse Gangs.
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the treasure. His other assertions were equally intriguing. He said that he was born in
1849, his mother had died, his father had been killed by Joaquin and his band, and then,

taking pity on the poor orphan boy, Murieta adopted him and put him in the charge of a
Spanish woman to raise. From her he obtained the map which would lead him to a hidden s5o,ooo, which he considered to be his inheritance from Murieta. In 1883 he had
found the place, had taken a thousand dollars, and buried the rest. In 188 5 he returned
and took another Sl, 5oo. For some reason he never went back for the rest.
In the Chico State University folklore archive an item from an interview in 1959 with a
Mrs. Willa Potoff of Willows, California, links Murieta to her family history. Her greatgrandparents presumably knew him, and her grandparents once saw him and hence
could document one of the most popular accretions to the legend. She says: "Another

Newspaper accounts, such as this one
appearing in Stockton's San Joaquin
Republican in r8 53, documented the
bandit's rampages through California
gold rush country.
FROM MARIPOS.il .
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time they had gone to Stockton to trade and when they came into the town they saw that
the people were very excited and they were standing in front of a bulletin board, and
milling around and talking, and they wondered what was the matter." Upon coming
closer, they found that attentions had focused on a reward notice posted for the head of
Joaquin Murieta. From the crowd, ''They saw a young man on horseback at the edge of
the crowd, sitting very quietly on his horse and watching the crowd .'' Finally, the story
continued, "He yelled a real loud yell and pulled his pistol and shot into the air and the
horse reared up on its hind legs, and he turned and ran off, and as he did he said, 'I am
Joaquin."'
Another item in the Chico collection supports the recurring theme of survival in bad
man lore, the belief that the outlaw did not really die at the asserted time and place, but
miraculously escaped and lived on with his secret kept by friends who knew him well.
The head in the bottle had always been suspect, anyway; many claimed that it did not
look like the Joaquin they knew, so it was surely that of an impostor. Like the survival and
sheltered after-life of Butch Cassidy, another good example of this resurrectionary process, the reinstated mortality of Murieta has been reported . It appears in a document apparently written for publicaton by someone after interviewing one Tom Wauhab, age
102, of Pleasanton, California. Murieta is supposed to have come through Pleasanton in
1865. At that time he was hidden from a pursuing posse by a woman who said she knew
him. In this instance the old hiding-under-the-hoop-skirts trick was employed.
Although most historians and folklorists today consider the cycle of Murieta tales to
be a good legend, many people who tell it do not believe it. It makes good Chamber of
Commerce literature, and there are various springs, ridges, valleys, streets, towns, and
even one country club bearing the name. Part of the story is indeed history. There probably was a real Joaquin Murieta who may have been an outlaw; certainly a reward was
paid on the head of a Joaquin, probably on a kind of "John Doe" warrant. He has been
given credit for the exploits of several bandits calling themselves Joaquin as well as the
daring deeds of other desperadoes, and his head was cut off by somebody in 18 53 - or at
least somebody' s head was cut off.
To the folk, particularly those of Mexican descent in California, he has become more
than fiction. He was and still is a hero of the Robin Hood model. Students collecting
folklore and family histories in Chicano communities are now finding that he is revered as
a symbol of the continuing resistance to the dominance of the Anglos over the Chicanos.
And when he lost his head he became a martyr. As recently as 198o a story circulated that
the soul ofJoaquin was not at rest and that it will continue to haunt California until the
head is restored to its body. The great earthquake and fire of 1906 in San Francisco, where
the head was on display, and indeed the subsequent earthquakes in the region, have
been attributed to the unquiet and vengeful ghost of Murieta.
Although most Californian Mexican-Americans know about him, the story is not
known to migrant workers or recent immigrants from Mexico. In 1980 a folklore collector
from Folsom reported: "I just talked with a lady at the Washington Neighborhood
Center [about Murieta] and she said, 'Oh, definitely. The story is alive. Each and every
one of us has his own version, and it means the same to us like you have your George
Washington ."' And the collector quoted another Sacramento informant from the
Spanish-speaking church Our Lady of Guadalupe, who said, "Oh, yes, I know about Joaquin. I don't think most of the people who go to this church know about it because they
come from Mexico, but those who are from around here, they know about it."
Recently a graduate student from Sonoma State University who surveyed students in a
Chino, California, high school where the population is heavily Chicano found that
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The alleged head ofjoaquin Murieta, locked behind bars, is in the private museum
of Walter E. johnson of Santa Rosa, California.
relatively few of the young people knew the legend. The implications of this age factor
deserves further investigation, particularly since other teachers who have introduced the
story to young Chicanos of recent immigrant families report that they quickly become enthusiastic about Murieta as a culture hero.
According to Joseph Henry Jackson and Frank Latta, the so-called head of Murieta
was shown in different museums for years, though it was never completely accepted as
authentic and was constantly the subject of debate. Latta insists that Joaquin had curly
light brown hair, blue eyes, and fair complexion, whereas the surviving head has black
hair and brown eyes, and this is the specimen that artists have copied. In speculating on
the various imaginary portraits of Murieta, Jackson wishes that someone had photographed the bottled head, but apparently no one did . It was reportedly available for inspection in a number of side shows before the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and fire.
Jackson's assumption, which is apparently endorsed by most historians, is that it was
destroyed in or after that fire. And yet a human head, presumably the head, was rescued
from the 1906 disaster and it has been photographed. The specimen in its bottle is now
locked behind bars in a room secure as a prison cell. It is in the private museum of Walter
E. Johnson, who operates the Ornamental and Building Stone Company in Santa Rosa.
Johnson charges no admission fee and is happy to show his collection to interested persons whenever he or his wife Wanda has the time . The story of its survival is sketchy. In
1906 the head was in Professor Louis Jordan's Pacific Museum of Anatomy and Science
located on Market Street in San Francisco. It was rescued from the fire and found its way
to the attic of a man whose identity Mr. Johnson does not know. There it lay hidden until
1 957·
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According to Johnson, when the old man died and his property was sold, the head
was acquired by the Old Town Museum of New Almaden . That the Old Town specimen
was the same as the one on exhibit prior to 1906 is attested by a Mr. T. Harris who, on July 18, 1957, wrote the Old Town Museum saying he had just seen the head there and had
recognized it as the one he had seen before the great fire, and he congratulated Old
Town on preserving it. This letter is in the Johnson collection . Some time later AI Keck of
Red Bluff obtained it from the Old Town Museum at a bankruptcy sale, and in 1968
Johnson got it from Keck. That it is a genuine human head is of course verifiable . " Soon
after I got it," says Johnson, "a man calling himself a doctor came to see it. He took it
out and examined it . He said the eyes and hair were real; he even said the blood vessels in
the eyes were distended, which would be natural, he said, if the man had died a violent
death.'' Johnson continues, ''I wouldn't let him bore into the flesh to sample it . The face
is caked with mortician's clay to hold it together, and this doctor said it was the kind of
mortician's clay used in the 188os. Beyond that, I don 't know."
According to Jack McAllister of the American Academy McAllister Institute of
Funeral Services, New York, a patent was issued in 1868 for a compound composed of
plaster of Paris and dehydrated cement to be used as an external pack, but this was much
later than the time the head was prepared . Early cosmetics used by women, he reports,
did consist of a fine kaolin (clay), and compounds using heavy salts of mercury, arsenic
and arsenious acid compounds were not uncommon and would most certainly have been
very effective in preserving human tissues . Once thoroughly satured by these types of
compounds, the head could well be preserved through the years. So much for the head.
The question of Murieta the person is still debatable. For the folk the evidence is sufficient , presumably real and believable. For the folklorist the legend provides an interesting case study. For the historian more detective work needs to be done. But however
we view it, the story ofJoaquin Murieta seems to be California's best and most representative legend.

SOURCES: For general information on folklore
and legendry, readers may want to consult
Wayland D . Hand, ed . , American Folk Legend,
A Symposium (Berkeley, 1971) and Richard M.
Dorson , America in Legend (New York , 1973),
as well as such classics as John G. Neihardt , Black
Elk Speaks (Lincoln, 1961). For Murieta, see
Frank F. Latta , joaquin Murrieta and His Horse
Gangs (Santa Cruz , 198o); Joseph Henry
Jackson , Bad Company (Lincoln , 1977), originally published in 1939 as Tin-types in Gold;
Yellow Bird (pseud . John Rollin Ridge), The Life
and Adventures of joaquin Murieta, the
Celebrated California Bandit (New edition, Norman, 1955). Other useful works are Walter Noble Burns, The Robin Hood of ElDorado: The
Saga ofjoaquin Murieta (New York, 193 2.) ;John
C. Cunningham, The Truth About Muneta (Los

Angeles, 1938); Francis P. Farquhar, joaquin
Murieta, The Brigand Chief of Calzfornia (San
Francisco, 1932.); William B. Secrest, joaquin
Bloody Bandit of the Mother Lode (Fresno ,
1967); and Raymund F. Wood , "New Light on
Joaquin Murieta,' ' The Pacific Histon(m , 14
(Winter 1970), 54-6 5. Recent tales related to Joaquin may be found in Hector Lee, Tales of
California (Logan , Utah, 1974), Calzfornia
Folklore Archive (Chico , 1950, 3, 332.); San Francisco Chronicle, April 30, 198o; and personal letters and repons to the author from Marjorie
Wellman Mclain , Linda Ford, and Jack
McAllister. Greater detail on the survival of
Joaquin 's head may be found in the author's
''Joaquin Murieta,'' Quarterly of the National
Association and Center for Outlaw and Lawmen
History , 5A Ouly 198o), 17-19 .
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HISTORICAL LANDMARK
Where Western history comes alive

THE NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM OF LOS
ANGELES COUNTY
TOM SITTON

Amidst two days of citywide festivities celebrating the completion of the Owens River
Aqueduct and the inauguration of a cultural center in Exposition Park, the ''Los Angeles
Museum of History, Science and Art" opened its doors to the public on November 6,
1913. Several years of planning by the Historical Society of Southern California, the Fine
Arts League of Los Angeles, the Southern California Academy of Sciences, the Southern
Division of the Cooper Ornithological Club, and the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors had come to fruition. The new institution was dedicated to the collection, care, and
exhibition of the remains of man's past and his scientific examination of his environment. In the following sixty-eight years, the name of the institution was altered almost as
frequently as the building was expanded and the services offered by its staff increased.
Today, the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County is the fourth largest museum
in the United States.
The original museum building, aT-shaped structure in the Spanish Renaissance style,
was designed by local architects Frank D. Hudson and William A. 0. Munsell. The central orientation point, a two-story rotunda with a domed roof and art glass skylight, marble columns, and decorative railings and ceiling, was flanked by three rectangular wings
which contained exhibits of art, history, and science. Major additions to the building in
Tom Sitton received his Master's Degree in American History from Calzfornia State University, Fullerton, in I973· He has been employed as Curatorial Assistant in the History Division at the Natural
History Museum in L. A. since 1974 and has served as consultant for various publications dealing with
the history ofthe West. In addition to his responsibilities at the museum, he is currently completing a
dissertation on Los Angeles municipal politics in the twentieth century.
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1925, 1930, 196o, and the late 197os enlarged the museum's size and significantly altered
its appearance. The original portion of the present structure, however, was preserved and
placed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1975, testimony to its lasting architectural and cultural significance.
Care of artifacts and specimens, research, and planning of exhibits is carried out by
three curatorial divisions of the museum. The Art Division, which depended largely on
loans when the museum opened, developed an outstanding collection of American and
European art, including the works of George Bellows, Reubens, Picasso, Rembrandt, and
objects from ancient Egypt and the Orient. In 1965 this division moved its collections to
the new Los Angeles County Museum of Art on Wilshire Boulevard. In 1913 the Science
Division emphasized the recently discovered prehistoric fossils excavated from the La Brea
tar pits; since that time the division's numerous sections have assembled one of the
largest systematic collections of scientific specimens in the nation.
The collections of the History Division are extensive and varied. In the museum's first
decade, the Coronel, Historical Society of Southern California, and Del Valle Collections
of Californiana, in addition to the Otis Collection of weapons and military accouterments, provided the foundation upon which the History Division was to build.
These collections and the hundreds of thousands of other history artifacts provide a
wealth of research possibilities for anyone interested in the history of California and the
Southwest.
The Military and Political Section contains thousands of weapons, accouterments, and
military decorations from around the world since the 15oos. Especially interesting are the
Rindge Collection of early Colt revolvers and the Honeyman Collection of medals and
orders. United States and local political memorabilia, including convention badges and
other items from each Democratic and Republican national convention since 1888, are
also located in this section.
Manuscripts, photographs, maps, posters, drawings, and historic printed material are
housed in the division's Historical Records Center. The photographic collection includes
over 15o,ooo examples from the work of C. C. Pierce, F. M. Maude, A. C. Vroman, and
others, and is particularly strong in the area of Los Angeles and the Southwest. Colored
lithographs by Carlos Nebel, posters by James Montgomery Flagg and Howard Chandler
Christy, thousands of postcards and printed maps, manuscripts by Hugo Reid and Antonio F. Coronel, and nineteenth-century tax assessment rolls and registered voters lists of
Los Angeles County are just a few of the other significant holdings in this section.
Of the fifty-six vehicles in the Business and Industrial History Section, the 1900 Breer,
1902 Tourist, 1909 Durocar, and a 1913 Moreland truck - all manufactured in Los
Angeles- are considered the most significant. Besides automobiles, this section boasts a
fine collection of early motion picture artifacts, including projection equipment and
props, a large assortment of early cameras and vacuum tubes, and the Henze Collection
of scientific instruments. Timetables of the Southern Pacific and Pacific Electric systems,
a fully restored 1948 Helms Bread truck, and early telegraph equipment are but a few of
the other artifacts cared for in Business and Industrial History.
The largest of the division's four sections, Social and Cultural History, contains the
paintings of Western American artists such as Chris Jorgensen and Theodore Wores,
California Mission paintings of Edwin Deakin, and a large assortment of clothing, toys,
housewares, textiles, furniture, and architectural items. Artifacts from the Coronel, Del
Valle, Prudhomme, and Sepulveda Collections, as well as others, provide a rich assortment of everyday objects from the Spanish, Mexican, and early American periods of
California history. The Morrison Collection of dolls and miniatures, the Mackenzie Col-
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The Los Angeles County Museum of History, Art, and Science as it appeared soon
after opening in 1913.
lection of baby carriages, and the division's extensive assortment of quilts and coverlets
are especially noteworthy.
The significance of the collections and the historical research of the History Division
are disseminated to the public primarily through museum exhibits . The earliest history
exhibits generally displayed major collections or assemblages of similar artifacts. Exhibit
cases were crowded, and labels merely identified individual items. Over the years, history
exhibits gradually came to be planned around interpetive themes such as the westward
movement in nineteenth-century North America, the history of transportation, and the
development of California to 1900.
The museum's permanent history exhibits now consist of two halls devoted to the
history of the United States and a large gallery about California and the Southwest. The
Garland Hall, opened in 1975 and covering the period from 1865 to 1914, interprets the
North American's response to industrialization through such artifacts as an 1890 streetcar,

MUSEUM INFORMATION
LOCATION: 900 Exposition Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90007
Tuesday through Sunday, IO a.m . to 5 p.m. Closed Mondays,
HOURS:
Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Years Day. Historic Records center
hours are Wednesday and Thursday, 1:30 to 4: p, by appointment only.
FEE:
Adults SI.oo; students, senior citizens over 62, and children 5-17 5o¢;
free admission on first Tuesday of each month.
PROGRAMS: School and adult tours by appointment (callu3-744-3333). Free Saturday documentary film series and Sunday concerts.
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View of the rotunda, located in the original portion of the museum.

This recent photograph testifies to the great expansion undergone by the museum in
the decades following its opening.
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Contrast the fixtures and design of this museum display from the early days of the
museum with that from "The American, This New Man," (below) an exhibit
opened in conjunction with the nation's Bicentennial.
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a Deering reaper, and many consumer goods which were mass-produced during this era.
''The American, This New Man,'' an exhibit that treats the colonial and early national
periods to r8rs opened July 4, 1976, amid the fanfare of the Bicentennial celebration. It
interprets the early years of our nation through artifacts related to discovery, exploration,
the American Revolution, and household items used in colonial America. The planning
of an exhibit hall covering the 181s-186s period treating such topics as the transportation
revolution, the rise of manufacturing and a national economy, and the Civil War is now
underway. When this exhibit is completed, the entire span of United States history to
1914 will be displayed and interpreted chronologically in three major segments.
"California and the Southwest, 1540 to 1940," the largest exhibit in the museum,
opened in October of 1980. Financed largely by a bequest of Los Angeles philanthropist
Maximillian Nandor Lando, this exhibit portrays man's response to his environment over
a period of four hundred years, primarily in Southern California. Its subject matter includes aboriginal life, Spanish exploration, the missions, the impact of Anglo settlement
in the area, and the importance of the petroleum and motion picture industries. Among
the several thousand artifacts are a brandy still used at San Gabriel Mission, a nineteenthcentury Concord stagecoach, and a scale model of the downtown section of Los Angeles
built as a W.P .A. project in the late 1930s.
Beyond caring for collections and producing permanent as well as temporary exhibits,
the division staff provides a number of other services including scholarly publications, a
survey of historic sites in Los Angeles County, and general assistance in history-related
matters to the public and to other historical agencies.

First opened to the public in late 1976, ''The Art of the Automobzle '' exhibit offers
museumgoers a dazzling display of both early and contemporary motor vehicles. ·
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JOSE MARIA REDONDO :
A Self Made Man of the Southwest
CLIFFORD AND DANIEL TRAF Z ER

Cold winds blew across the desen surrounding Altar, Sonora, during the winter of 1849
when nineteen year oldJose Maria Redondo set out from his parent's hacienda ofOcuca
on a journey north to the land of new-found gold. Like so many '49ers from Mexico,
Redondo began a new life on the southwestern frontier of the United States in the midnineteenth century and lived out his life in his adopted country. Yet unlike. most individuals who joined the California gold rush, Redondo succeeded in his pursuit of fortune and gained his share of fame. The young capitalist eked out a living as a miner,
baker, dry-goods salesman, and ferryman. Through hard work and determination,
however, he emerged as a wealthy businessman, rancher, and farmer. Indeed, Redondo
rose to become one of the largest agriculturalists in the Southwest. His experience as a
business leader earned him the respect of friends and neighbors who elected him to the
territorial legislatures of early Arizona. In short, Jose Maria Redondo fits the mold of a
strong individualist who was in fact self-made.
Born in Altar, Sonora, on March 19, 183o,jose was the son of Don Santiago Redondo,
a wealthy hacendado of northern Mexico. His family had acquired their land and wealth
from Don Francisco Xavier Redondo, who had been granted a large ranch by the Spanish
crown in the eighteenth century. The Redondo family was prosperous, and no family
Clifford E. Trafzer received his Ph.D. in History at Oklahoma State University in 1973 and was
employed by the Arizona Historical Society and Navajo Community College before assuming his pres·
ent post as Assistant Profossor ofHistory and Native American Studies at Washington State University,
Pullman. He is the author of three books and several articles on the Southwest. His brother, Daniel, is
a student at Anzona State University with a deep interest in the history of the Southwest.
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member needed to seek other means of support . Nevertheless, news of gold ignited a
fever in the Redondo family as well as their neighbors, and soon men surrounded the Hacienda Ocuca preparing themselves for the arduous journey northward. Jose's father Don
Santiago and his uncle Cristobal, leaders of the small command , busied themselves planning the expedition.
In February of 1849 the party prepared to leave Altar. No pomp and pageantry sent
them off; Jose noted only the tears and silent prayers which came from his mother,
relatives, and friends. The expedition journeyed north to the present-day border of
Arizona and Sonora before turning west along the ancient Indian trail known then as El
Camino del Diablo, "the Devil's Highway," which took them through the most arid,
desolate, yet incredibly beautiful desert in the entire Southwest. Often water could be
found nowhere except in a few well-hidden tanks or ''tinajas. ' ' At a place called Tinajas
Altas ("High Tanks"), the party turned north toward the Gila River from where they
moved west to the Yuma Crossing of the Colorado River. They detoured around the
Great Sand Dunes by cutting south along the Alamo River in present-day Baja California, trekked across the Colorado Desert, and finally reached Los Angeles in late March .
Northward they continued to the southern Mother Lode where they staked their first
claims .
Jose got his first taste of life as a sourdough miner in part of Calaveras County which
later became Amador County. With pans, cradles, and long toms, the Redondos worked
the placer diggings located in such creeks as Amador, Dry, Sutter, and Jackson. They also
mined the Cosumnes and Mokelumne rivers . In time, as placer mining gave way to the
mining of gold in the quartz, Don Santiago left the gold fields and returned to Ocuca,
content to pursue the life of a Mexican hacendado. No records indicate the fate ofJose's
uncle Cristobal. ButJose, who had come seeking adventure and fortune , remained. By
r8 53 he had saved sufficient money to take as a bride Senorita Piedad Contreras,
daughter of Francisco Contreras. Increased family responsibilities forced Jose to move
about from job to job making a living. Times were not kind, however, and the thought
of a new life became increasingly appealing . Remembering his crossing of the Colorado
River in 1849 and knowing of the opportunities awaiting a hardy individualist there, in
r859 Jose set out for the great river of the Southwest.
Redondo left his family in Los Angeles and headed for Yuma Crossing to begin a
reconnaisance of the region. He decided to take up residence fifteen miles north of Yuma
at a place called La Laguna, where gold had recently been discovered . He busied himself
panning for gold and sent for his family, which now included his wife's parents, brothers,
and sisters . As an experienced miner, Jose realized that more money could be made in
business than in mining itself, so he went to work building a bakery to supply miners
with bread, tortillas, pastries, and other delights. Business flourished and soon he added
a dry goods store and a grocery market. Jose also bought, sold, traded, and leased gold
claims along the Colorado River. Within a year after his arrival, Redondo was well-established at Laguna making a comfortable living for himself and his extended family.
When opportunity beckoned at a nearby location, Jose was quick to respond. Twenty
miles northwest of Yuma, Henry Birch discovered gold at the ranch of Jacob Snively, a
Texas-born veteran of the Mexican War. The new town of Gila City was in the first stages
of development when Redondo moved there in r86o to establish the same kinds of
businesses he had built at Laguna. Gila City grew from a settlement of a few miners into
a full fledged boomtown of 1, 2.00 people in 1861 as greenhorns and gamblers, prostitutes
and riffraff filled the streets and saloons of the tent city. Redondo's store was a great success, earning him a substantial income . Nonetheless, he was among the first to realize the
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Yuma, Arizona around r88o. The vzew is from First Avenue looking northeast
toward the tem.torial prison.
placers were extremely limited and that the town was bound to decline rapidly. For this
reason, in 1861 he returned to Laguna where members of his family had continued his
other enterprises. Redondo's vision was farsighted, for by 1864 the gold was exhausted,
and soon Gila City became a ghost town.
Redondo's return to Laguna inaugurated a partnership with William A. Werninger,
who later married a sister of Redondo's wife, and whose later fame resulted from service
as sheriff of Yuma County. The two men bought McMullen's Ferry upstream from Yuma
on the Colorado River and ran it between Laguna and Camp California or Pot Holes on
the California side. They also operated a store, trading post , and mining claims on the
site.
These enterprises flourished until 1862. when a grizzled fur trapper named Paulino .
Weaver arrived from the upper Colorado River carrying a buckskin pouch that contained
gold. Jose, his brother Estevan, and brother-in-law Jesus Contreras prepared to leave for
the site. About a mile from Weaver's campsite they found gold flakes worth thirty-five
dollars. After returning to Laguna for supplies, they led fifty men with twenty-seven
animals back to the site, which soon became known as La Paz, Arizona, a placer find
stretching east and south for twenty miles. Redondo's great discovery, in the view of
historian William Westover, "made La Paz a boom town, with a population of 1,5oo"
almost overnight. In fact, after the organization of the Arizona Territory in 1864, it
became the seat of Yuma County and was considered as a site for the new territorial
capitol.
As Redondo's enterprises increased, he took on a new partner, William D . Bradshaw.
Redondo, Werninger, and Bradshaw established a ferry at Mineral City, later renamed
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Ehrenberg, Arizona. Soon after commencing operations, Redondo's interests moved
southward to the mining region of Chimney Peak (known today as Picacho), a large,
distinct butte twenty-five miles north of Yuma overlooking the Horseshoe Bend of the
Colorado River. Here gold was found on the sandy banks of the Colorado and in the dry
washes that seasonally flowed into the river. Because of the westerly curve of the Colorado, most placer gold was found on the California side of the river; also on that site
hardrock miners staked their claims and found many rich veins of gold.
Redondo's interest in mining waned, however, as his focus changed to farming and
ranching. Jose often rode the desert trail that stretched from Laguna on the Colorado
River to Gila City on the Gila River. Mesquite, willows, cottonwoods, and a profusion of
wild grasses dotted the bottom land between the two rivers. The Quechan Indians had
once cultivated fields in this region; indeed, the leadership of the largest band of
Quechans during the era of the American Revolution, Chief Salvador Palma, had farmed
in the area and produced such crops as melons, beans, corn, and squash. Redondo knew
that the "magnificent triangular valley" called today the Gila Valley was fertile, and, according to the Redondo family, felt that even though "the river bottoms were covered
with thick brush,'' once they had been cleared, crops could be grown and livestock raised
there. Jose envisioned the day when he could place "dams on the rivers ... so as to
divert their flows to water the crops,'' and a large herd of cattle would ''graze and fatten
on the saccharine-filled bean pods of mesquite and tornillo .''

Redondo with his family.
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Family tradition has the Sonoran beginning his agricultural enterprises in the Gila
Valley sometime in 1864. At first Redondo cleared only a few acres of land and planted
only a limited variety of crops which the Indians had been cultivating for years. Like the
Quechans, initially he depended on nature to irrigate his fields, waiting until the summer for the river to rise and flood the land adjacent to its bank. This system was both unpredictable and haphazard, so Jose eventually brought more order to his irrigation
endeavors in 187s by investing s2s ,ooo to build a system of canals and ditches that
stretched upwards of twenty-seven miles. Redondo concentrated his efforts on the portion of his hacienda nearest the Gila River, and the system successfully carried the
diverted water to the farm's farthest fields. The water of the Gila was channelled into
Redondo 's irrigation system by a brush, stick, and earthen dam which was built on the
river when its water level was low. From native mesquite, willow, and cottonwood,
Redondo constructed woven brush mats which were laid on the river bottom in layers
with earth packed between the crude mats. Redondo's dams were successful until the annual floods of the Gila washed the woven works downstream. Nevertheless, this irrigation
system was so efficient that at its peak the extensive canal system irrigated nearly 2,ooo
acres of rich Gila bottomland.
A devout Catholic, Redondo called his ranch the Hacienda de San Ysidro, after the
patron saint of agriculture . Mexican people from both sides of the border as well as Indian people, including Quechans, Cocopas, Mojaves, Pimas, Papagos, and Maricopas,
also worked on the ranch . Despite low wages, Redondo's employees were efficient
laborers as they undertook the back-breaking labor on the extensive spread. Most often,
employees were paid in scrip which was redeemable only at the Redondo store. Room and
board was deducted from the pay of employees who lived at the hacienda. Upwards of
two to three hundred men were employed at the ranch, as well as a number of women
who served as cooks, laundresses, and servants.
The size of the hacienda grew as Redondo's farming and ranching enterprise expanded. The ruins of the once-great headquarters, some of which still stand, show how extensive it became. Spanish -styled arches adorned the driveways, the doorways, and the windows . Such architecture, not uncommon in the northern state of Mexico, was unusual
along the Colorado River, where annual floods threatened to wash away any adobe structures . Besides the main house, there were a large two-story flour mill with adobe walls
three feet thick, living quarters, storehouses, warehouses, offices, workshops, corrals, and
other small structures; even a room with barred windows and doors, evidently built as a
jail. The grape vines, fruit trees, and flowers which surrounded the buildings added
beauty to Redondo's creation.
Crops grew well along the Gila, and in 1874 Redondo proudly reported that he had a
fine crop "of barley, producing this season two hundred thousand pounds of grain, and
about two thousand bales of barley hay.'' Much of the hay and barley he grew was sold to
the army at Fort Yuma and Fort Mohave. In 1877, for example, Redondo obtained a large
government contract to supply Fort Mohave. Some years the yield was so great that part
of it could be shipped to Los Angeles. Crops from San Ysidro were also sold to the
government for use at the Quartermaster's Depot on the Arizona side of the Colorado
River: barley for S1.88 per hundred pounds, hay for s24. so per ton, and straw at S19. so.
High yields and immense production characterized Redondo's farming efforts. By
1876 he had a ''well cultivated farm of Soo acres.'' The enterprise was divided into five
fields ranging in size from So to 2so acres. The main irrigation ditch was eight miles in
length, and a series of smaller ones extended for over fifteen miles. The cost of the canal
system was reported to be around s3o,ooo. Some of the crops, particularly vegetables,
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grown on these irrigated lands were sold locally at Redondo 's Yuma market, which was
known for its " fine display" of squash, pumpkins, beets, cabbage , lettuce, radishes ,
tomatoes, sweet potatoes , onions, melons, and many other vegetables. San Ysidro
became famous for its peanuts and sugar cane . Redondo built a mill where the cane was
compressed into syrup and then made into sugar and other confections . The most
coveted product derived from sugar and peanuts was a kind of molasses known as
''panocha con cacajuates. ' 'In March of r877, the first year of its operation, the sugar mill
was "turning out about sixty gallons of molasses per day." That same season Redondo
produced soo,ooo pounds of barley, 35o,ooo pounds of wheat, soo tons of grain hay,
and a large crop of alfalfa.
Each year at harvest time a religious ceremony celebrated at the hacienda thanked San
Ysidro and God for a bountiful yield. A priest led the procession of workers, relatives,
and members of the family through the walkways of the hacienda to a small chapel where
hymns were sung and mass was said in a ceremony of thanksgiving.
Jose had much for which to be thankful because, in addition to his farming enterprises, his efforts at ranching also succeeded. The good grazing lands along the Gila and
Colorado rivers were sufficient inducements to encourage cattle ranching. One author
asserted thatJose and his brother Jesus began ranching in the Yuma region in r854 with
cattle driven to the area from Sonora. If in fact such a drive occurred, the destination
would probably have been California, for the Redondos did not reside along the Colorado until r8s9· Certainly in r874 the family drove cattle from California to the hacienda. Most of the beef was sold to the government or, later, to the Southern Pacific
Railroad, although some was marketed locally in Redondo's butcher shop.
Jose did not always supervise the farm in person. In r86s his brother Jesus came from
Sonora to handle the farm. The next year Jose took up residence at Yuma, in part because
school facilities had just been built in town and he wanted his children to have the opportunities of a sound education. Yet another reason was that markets were needed for the
products of Hacienda de San Ysidro. In fact, Redondo developed many businesses in
Yuma (variously known as Colorado City and Arizona City), including a vegetable
market, a butcher shop, and a large dairy . Wood cleared from the hacienda was sold at
his wood yard , and flour from his mill could be bought at various stores. The enterprising
Sonoran also established the famed Yuma Exchange Saloon which was operated with
brother-in-law David Balsz. The saloon not only sold beer, whiskey, and tequila but also
served as a hotel, livery stable , feed store, and corral, and boasted a "splendid Billiard
Table, the only good one in town" and a novel "genuine mountain of ice ."
In time Redondo came to be regarded as one of the most respected and prominent
citizens in western Arizona. When Arizona became a territory in r864, Redondo was
chosen to represent Yuma County, one of four original jurisdictions. Two weeks after his
election, however, Redondo resigned when he learned that he was ineligible because he
was not a citizen of the United States. He returned to Yuma, however, completed all requirements for citizenship, and in r873 was again elected to represent Yuma County . He
served in the House of Representatives of the Seventh Territorial Legislature, which met
in Tucson, and also in the Council of the Eighth and Ninth Territorial Legislatures.
One of Redondo's most important legislative feats located the Territorial Prison at
Yuma. In r875 he amended a bill before the legislature to change the prison's location
from Phoenix to Yuma. By a joint vote of both houses, Redondo was elected to the Board
of Prison Commissioners . Such political maneuvers and appointment to the governing
board insured Jose's designation as the "Father of the Territorial Prison."
In January of r878, soon after returning from the legislature, Redondo was elected
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jose Maria Redondo, as he appeared
while serving in the Eighth Territorial
Legislature in r875.

Redondo's political skzlls in having the tem"torial prison moved from Phoenix to
Yuma and his appointment to the institution's governing board earned him the title
of' 'Father of the Tem.torial Prison. ''
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mayor of Yuma. His accomplishments included successful opposition to a demand by the
Southern Pacific Railroad for a ninety-nine year franchise through the streets of Yuma.
Another important event occuring during his term was a terrible smallpox epidemic. The
disease was reportedly brought from Sonoita in November, 1877, and "due to the wet
and cold season, became unusually virulent.'' Redondo sent his family to Los Angeles,
but he stayed in town to perform his duties. Many Mexicans died but the worst hit were
probably the Yuma Indians. Half of those who became afflicted- a total of thirty-sixdied.
Tragedy was not confined to other residents, for on June 18, 1878, Jose Maria Redondo died at his home at the age of forty-nine. Flags throughout Yuma were lowered to half
staff, including those at Fort Yuma and at the Quartermaster's Depot. Businesses closed,
and the entire town turned out to pay respects to their beloved mayor.
Hacienda de San Ysidro did not long survive Redondo's death. His business judgement and skill were needed to manage the property. Title questions also clouded the
ranch's future . Many of Redondo's fields utilized unsurveyed public land; when the
Desert Lands Act of 1883 limited the amount of land an individual could hold, the
Redondos obtained title to only a small portion of the original estate. Such a small parcel
could not support the maintenance of the extensive irrigation system, and the ranch
became too expensive to keep. Slowly the enterprise decayed. The hacienda was abandoned in the early 188os. Rumors that Redondo had buried a cowhide full of gold, silver,
and banknotes in a corner of one of the buildings brought hundreds of fortune seekers to
the hacienda, who dug away at its foundations. So much destruction occurred that the
walls collapsed prematurely. Only a few remnants of the magnificent hacienda stand
today.
Thus when Jose Maria Redondo died, his dream of a large Arizona hacienda died with
him. Nevertheless, during his lifetime he struggled, saved, and built one of the most extensive farming and ranching enterprises in the entire Southwest. The spirit of adventure
and individualism that is historically associated with Anglo-American pioneers was no
less apparent in the life of this Sonoran. Like so many individuals, Redondo played a vital
role in the economic and political development of the American Southwest, rising from
obscurity through his own initiative and determination to become a wealthy
businessman, a skilled politician, and a respected citizen of Arizona Territory.

SOURCES: The authors depended heavily on
Mulford Windsor's unpublished "Jose Marla
Redondo," i:n the Carl Hayden Library, Arizona
State University Library , Tempe , and Estelle
Dingess' unpublished ''Remembrances of Jose
Marla Redondo" in the files of the Yuma
County Historical Society. Among useful printed
studies are Huben H. Bancroft, History of
Arizona and New Mexico, 1530-1889 (San
Francisco, 1889); Frank Love, Mining Camps and
Ghost Towns: A History of Mining in Arizona
and Calzfomia Along the Lower Colorado River

(Los Angeles, 1974); William H. Westover,
Yuma Footprints (Tucson, 1966); George H.
Kelly, Legislative History , Arizona, 1864-1912
(Phoenix, 192.6); Jay ]. Wagoner, Arizona
Territory, 1863-1912 (Tucson, 1970); John M.
Jeffreys, Adobe and Iron: The Story of the
Arizona Tem.torial Prison (La Jolla, Ca., 1969);
and Clifford Earl Trafzer and Steve George,
Prison Centennial (Yuma, 1976). Information
about Redondo may also be found in the
Arizona Sentinel, Anzona Citzzen, and Yuma
Dazly Sun.
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PACIFIC PORTRAIT
Little known men and women of the west
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''SMITTY'':

The Living Legacy ofjedediah and Peter Smith
TROY S. TUGGLE

Already I knew something of the man I was about to meet; one thing apparent from our
correspondence was his genteel sense of humor. More important though, he was the
great-grandson of Peter Smith, younger brother of fur trapper and explorer Jedediah
Strong Smith. After having met and spent some time with Smitty (the preferred
nickname of Julian Smith Bacon, Jr.),].]. Warner's description of Jed Smith somehow
came to mind: '' ... I met a well-bred, intelligent, and Christian gentleman .'' With
Smitty the latter adjective required a liberal definition, but time never altered my feeling
about the appropriateness of the overall sentiment .
On first impression my interviewee seemed reserved but friendly. Soon he was talking
freely in that deep, mellow, dignified voice . Had I been able to foresee the future that
day in 1973, I would have known that this was only the first of several talks, visits, and exchanges of letters. Most gratifying of all was Smitty's kind and thoughtful manner. The
many strands of the Smith-Bacon story began to come together, and I realized that this
lean, greying, six-foot tall man was the vital link, probably the only link, to understanding an important historic family.
Troy Tuggle hails from Tulare, California, and received his Bachelor's Degree from nearby Fresno State 1
College in 1960. He is a former high school andjunior high school teacher; for the past ten years he has 1.
been teaching sixth graders at San Lorenzo School in King City (Monterey County), Calzfornia.
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Several of Smitty's traits seemed to me to resemble those of his great-granduncle Jed.
Both, for example, had a good deal of energy and enterprise. With a longtime friend and
business partner, Smitty seems to have worked a near miracle completely renovating a
decrepit old house . When it was purchased, the lumber was dilapidated, the plaster
hung down, and the roof leaked; today that old structure is Smitty's modest but attractive beach home perched high on a cliff overlooking Newport Harbor at Corona Del Mar,
along the coast south of Los Angeles . In earlier years at least, the teachings of John
Wesley and Methodism add another parallel between Smitty and Jed and his kindred.
Some of Smitty's close friendships date from his some fifteen years singing tenor in the
choir of the First United Methodist Church of Hollywood.
To learn more of Smitty's family background, let us go back to 1913. Ruth Burns, a
young student from Santa Ana was attending Judson's Art Studio in what is today
Highland Park (then Garvanza). Down the same avenue was the home of Walter R.
Bacon, a prominent Los Angeles attorney, where Ruth boarded. A romance blossomed
between Ruth and the Bacon's younger son, Julian Smith. The couple married New
Year's Eve, 1914; in a year came daughter Jessie Evelyn, and on July 15, 1919,Julian,Jr. Smitty - was born.
The lady of the Bacon household, affectionately called ''Mama Evelyn,'' was the
youngest daughter of Peter and Juline Smith. Although Evelyn died in 19ll, Smitty
heard much about her. Years later, Ruth wrote thatJedediah's niece, her mother-in-law,
had "told me of her experiences ." Naturally, from a very early age, Smitty and his sister
were steeped in the family lore and tradition surrounding Peter and "Uncle" Jedediah
Smith .
Born in Long Beach, Smitty was reared in the Baldwin Park district of Los Angeles (a
city he pronounces with the hard "g" sound). His father managed a real estate development in homes and agricultural land in partnership with Grandfather Bacon. While
Smitty attended Belmont High School in Los Angeles, he was encouraged by a teacher to
display the family-prized Jedediah Smith memorabilia. After graduation and two years
working for the].]. Newberry department store, he went to work for Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation in Burbank. His career interrupted by Pearl Harbor, Smitty spent three years
in the United States Coast Guard, including a year and a half aboard the U.S.S. Glendale
patrolling the isles of the South Pacific, and saw duty on both the east and west coasts .
The salt seems never to have left Smitty's veins. His large windowed sun-porch is the
"front deck," and the upstairs bedroom the "crow's nest ." While we were talking,
almost any vessel seen coming in or going out of Newport Harbor was cause for binoculars
to go up and occasion for a few comments about the craft in nautical terms.
After the war, Smitty went back to work at Lockheed, where he remained for a total
of 34 years until he retired in August 1974. His last position was as a material control
analyst, responsible for estimating cost and time of arrival of component aircraft parts.
One result of retiring, he told me, was a noticeable improvement of distance vision once
he no longer needed to squint to read the fine-print computer reports. Off hours for
many years found Smitty working on rentals with partners.
Smitty seems understandably proud of his ancestry, while keeping an admirable
perspective about it. "I am delighted someone outside the family is interested," he said.
Characteristically modest about what he knows and remembers about family history,
Smitty laments: ''I'm another generation down the line, and it's a shame I wasn't always
listening. You know, my parents would be talking about their friends and relatives in
these pictures, the things so familiar to them. I do recall some things, but it didn't occur
to me to write any of it down.'' Fortunately, Smitty does know and can remember, for he
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Sara

~------~-----'~--~---------is the last of his immediate family. His father died February 20, 1964; gone are his sister,
Jessie Bacon Bossert, and his mother Ruth, one of whose paintings of fruit still graces a
wall of his home.
Some time ago Smitty found himself the sole heir to a garage full, and more, of
family-related materials: letters, pictures, papers, and assorted documents of every
description. "They saved everything!" he bemoans good-naturedly. "There were boxes,
and boxes, and boxes. . . . You should have seen the bundles of papers held together
with rusty paper clips, old rubber bands. . . . " It was Smitty's painful duty to sort
through and decide what to do with each item: what to keep, what to throw away, and
how to dispose of the rest. This task was not taken lightly, and to Smitty's everlasting
credit, everything of any historical value or significance was saved .
Among the heirlooms was a mahogany shaving case or cabinet (sometimes referred to
as a "colonial" dressing case) which had always been kept protectively inside the Bacon
home. For years it was atop an old-fashioned highboy chest of drawers in the bedroom.
This memento had belonged to none other thanJedediah Smith. Family tradition holds
that it signified Jed was a dean-shaven mountain man, in contrast to most others of this
rugged, often unkept breed. The relic was found, say family documents, by Jed's
brothers Peter and Austin Smith in one of the wagons on the ill-fated Santa Fe caravan
where Jed lost his life. The shaving case was refinished many years ago by a furniture
repairman family friend named Ratty . Any changes he made from the way it was
originally are but slight. The silver-backed mirror now has faded and tarnished with the
passing of the years. The dove-tail construction in the sides of the two drawers denotes
the fine workmanship.
Two tiny snuff boxes with the shaving case all these years measure three by three by
one-half inches. One is made of tortoise shell; the other, somewhat less ornate, is of
French design with a picture of a woman on its lid . Finished in lacquer, the latter is deep
reddish brown, the color of burnt umber. Since Jedediah is not believed to have used
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tobacco, the boxes may have been trade goods or, more probably, may have kept dry such
things as caps, powder, needle and thread, or medicine needed by mountain men.
Some time later, these items, together with other family papers, documents, and pictures, were taken by Smitty, personally, the several hundred miles north and donated to
the Jedediah Smith Society headquartered at the University of the Pacific. The paper
material is neatly filed in manila folders stored in a blue-gray documents box labeled
"Smith-Bacon Family Collection ."
Smitty brought down from upstairs stacks of papers, letters, old newspapers- some
yellow and brittle with age- pictures, and documents of various sorts, laying them on a
large table. Picking something up, he would tell its significance as he saw it in relation to
his famil¥ or Jedediah Smith. Among the pictures were several of his grandmother
Evelyn, one a large charcoal portrait. Also there were scenes inside and out of the Garvanza residence. "Never in my life," he commented, "have I seen so many pictures of one
house!'' There were also photos of friends and relations, known and unknown.
Smitty's grandmother, Evelyn Frances Bacon, was bornJuly 22, r857, the youngest of
four daughters to Peter and Juline Babcock Smith, who had married at Ashtabula, Ohio
in r836. Three of the girls including Evelyn were born at Mount Pleasant, Iowa, where
the Smiths maintained their longest continuous residence. Information about Sara, the
eldest daughter, will be contained in a forthcoming article about the Jedediah Smith
pistol. Virtually nothing is known of the second daughter, Josephine or "Josie," who is
believed to have died giving birth to a daughter in r87r; neither is it known whether or
not her baby survived .
Lina, the third daughter, was born in California after Peter "heeded the call of
gold," and moved his family to Jackson in the Mother Lode. Family tradition holds that
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]edediah Smith's mahogany shaving case, now part of the Smith Bacon Family Collection at the Holt-Atherton Pacific Center for Western Studies.
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Evelyn (left) and Lina, two of Peter Smith's four daughters. Lina later mam'e d
George Thummel, who maintained a keen interest in her Uncle jed's life.

In a wooded setting are youthfuljulian (Smitty's father) on the right, brother Fran in
the foreground, and Mama Evelyn seated The others are unidentified.
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Lin a was the first white child born in Calaveras County, just before Jackson became pan
of Amador County. A small daguerreotype, when held sideways at just the right angle,
clearly shows a youthful-looking, clean-shaven Peter Smith in his forties, and his little
daughter Lina. When the Smiths returned east, Lina married George H. Thummel, a
promising Nebraska attorney; due to her frail health, the Thummels moved to Pasadena,
California in 188 3. One of Smitty's tattered clippings reports Lina' s death September 7,
1888, at age 36. Thummel remarried and became a noted Omaha jurist; for the remainder of his life he kept on cordial terms with the relatives of his first wife and maintained an active interest inJedediah Smith. His correspondents included E. D. Smith of
Meade, Kansas, grandson of Jed's elder brother Ralph and author of an unpublished
biography ofJed; he also met with the Nebraska poet and historian, John Neihardt,Jed's
first published biographer.
One intriguing tale which Thummel attributed to "Mother Smith" Guline) was that
Jedediah took his maps, chans, and manuscripts to New York to place at the disposal of
Washington Irving. According to this account, probably told Juline by her husband
Peter, Irving's home soon burned down with all the Jed Smith materials in it . There is,
however, a problem with this account, for Irving was still living in Europe during Jed's
last years. By 1832. though, the year following Jed's death, Irving was traveling the West
gathering material for his books on the frontier and fur trade. If there is a kernel of truth
in this story, an intermediary may well have transferred Smith's papers to Irving. One
good candidate is Robert Campbell, trusted friend and confidant of both Jed and
William Sublette. Campbell was named the first executor of Smith's estate, afterwards
was Sublette's business partner, and was an informant for Irving in Bonnevzl/e Adventures. Campbell and Sublette visited New York in 1832., and Sublette returned the next
winter. Another possible go-between was William H. Ashley, Jed's former employer,
partner, and the man he named to handle his estate. Ashley served in the House of
Representatives during this period, and Sublette was frequently in touch with him for
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Walter and Evelyn Bacon moved into this house in Highland Park (then Garvanza)
in 1900. It was in this house that Smitty 's father met Ruth Burns, an art student
boarding with the family who would eventually become his wzfe.
business reasons . It may have been that all three men- Campbell, Ashley, and Sublette
-each of whom had been quite close to Jed, decided that giving his documents to Irving
would best bring them before a public eager for information about the West. Still
another courier could have been Ira Smith , Jed 's younger brother, who wrested the administration of the estate away from Ashley . Ira, too, traveled east during the correct time
period.
Early in December 18 3 s, while Irving was completing his Astona manuscript, he lost
money in insurance stock because of a major fire in New York. It is not clear, however,
whether his residence was affected . Unless or until other, indisputable documentation is
found, the story of the disposition of Smith's records must rest here .
Like her sisters, Evelyn, the younger daughter and Smitty's grandmother attended
Iowa Wesleyan College . By 1871 both the Smiths and a family named Bacon lived in
Grand Island, Nebraska. November 24, 18 8o , Evelyn married Walter Bacon, a
lumberyard worker studying the law. Their wedding was a festive occasion attended by
many friends and relations. The town newspaper even listed each gift to the bride and
groom beside the donor's name. From this union Smitty's Uncle Fran was born in 1889,
and his father in 1891 , shortly after the Bacons moved to southern California.
Both Bacon sons were handsome young men. Francis Romaine ("Uncle Fran") married Molly Bishop from Galt, California. Their three girls, Smitty's cousins, were Evelyn
Louise Kramer, Mary Frances Bongiolatti, and Dorothy May Smith . Francis Bacon was an
attorney for a time in partnership with his father in San Francisco. He left law during the
depression, working first in the hardware business, later as a credit manager for Signal Oil
and Gas Company in Los Angeles. In 1954 he donated a sizable number of Peter Smith
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letters and other materials to the Bancroft Library at the University of California, including the brief diary Peter kept during his dramatic journey alone to Guanajuato, Mexico, in 1843. Fran Bacon died in 1963 .
Smitty's father, Julian Smith Bacon, Sr., called "Smith" or "Mike," apparently was
a quiet man and much reminded his mother of her father, Peter. Born July 8, 1891 in Los
Angeles, he studied agriculture at the Davis campus of the University of California. In
1939 the family attended the dedication of a marker commemorating a Jed Smith campsite at Mud Springs, near San Dimas, California.
"My grandmother Evelyn was a very strong woman," observed Smitty. "One thing,
she seems to have had means independent of Walter." Smitty's mother once told him
how she "hitched up a horse and buggy and drove clear out to" the Coachella Valley
where his father was farming near Thermal. "She loved the Indians," he added, "and
would talk to them, just as she did later on with the Eskimos when the family spent some
time around Kodiak, Alaska.'' The grandparents brought back an Eskimo baby casket
made of solid wood which they kept in their front room. ''My dad kept it by his chair,' '
recalled Smitty. ''Well, it gave me the 'willies,' and I sold it. It gave me the 'willies,''' he
repeated as if for emphasis.
Smitty himself remembers Grandfather Walter, since he lived eleven years longer
than Evelyn. Although there are suggestions that they lived apart some of the time in her
last years, on Evelyn's obituary notice is written, apparently in Walter's scrawling hand:
"Our's is the sorrow, Sweetheart. Our's the sorrow, and your's the Crown!" Walter lived
long enough to see the Great Depression and suffer some tragic financial reverses as a
consequence . He died October 1, 1932.

Dedication of the jed Smith campsite marker at Mud Springs, California, in 1939.
Smitty's father is at left; Smitty, sister jessie, and his mother Ruth are at right.
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Not so many years ago the Bacons still had Peter Smith's bedroom set, brought all the
way out from Grand Island. Everything could not be saved, and quite understandably
this was eventually sold. Something else once belonging to Jedediah now missing is a
dark silver, collapsible pencil. A 19n picture showed it lying on the mahogany shaving
case, and one of Mama Evelyn's photos shows her wearing this keepsake on a necklace.
One picture in Smitty's collection shows a trimly-bearded gentleman, "Uncle Paul"
Heffieman, the son of Evelyn's sister Sara. Born in Washington, Iowa, on August ·q ,
1866, he was a onetime newspaper reporter and a scholarly man interested inJedediah. In
declining years, he was looked after by Smitty's father, who assisted him in his affairs .
Consequently, the family came to possess remnants of Paul's letters, writings, and
genealogical memoranda, including correspondence with George Thummel and Walter
Bacon discussing Jedediah and speculating about what happened to his effects. One of
Paul's repeated lamentations was that a fire burned his homestead at Tujunga Canyon
north of Los Angeles, September 13, 1913, destroying two family Bibles, books, papers,
and documents . He died in Los Angeles in 1960.
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Time had come to leave Smitty at Corona Del Mar. As I bade him goodbye that day
back in 1973 I couldn't help but feel that this was as close as I would ever come in this life
to meeting J edediah face to face . On trips and in armchair imagination I had "joined"
Smitty's noteworthy ancestor "on the trail," had thrilled to his adventures and
achievements fraught with danger, but which were partially eclipsed by those coming
soon after, as is so often the case. And here was his brother's descendant before me.
Falteringly, I tried to put all this into words for my host. A modest smile with perhaps
just a trace of "Smithian" pride crossed his face. Except for the oft-printed old woodcut
likeness said to have been sketched from memory by a friend after death, there are no
known contemporary pictures of Jed . The thought thus naturally dawned: Yes, Smitty
surely does bear a remarkable resemblance to Jedediah Smith!

SOURCES: Readers interested in the career of
Jed Smith should consult Dale L. Morgan's
classic jedediah Smith and the Opening of the
West (Indianapolis, 195 3); George R. Brooks,
ed., The Southwest Expedition of }edediah S.
Smith (Glendale, 1977); and the bibliography in
Patrick Church and Don M. Chase, jedediah

Strong Smith (Stockton, 1976). Information
about the Smith and Bacon families comes
primarily from interviews with Julian Smith
"Smitty" Bacon, Jr., and from materials in the
Jedediah Smith and Smith-Bacon Family Collections, Holt-Atherton Pacific Center for Western
Studies, University of the Pacific.
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THE FOOFARAH COLUMN
by the editors

Pardon our puffing (foofing?) but we have been extremely gratified by the warm reception accorded to our last number, the special issue on John Muir. Most notably, Walter
Muir was so gracious as to write us his appreciation, noting that it had "been a rich and
rewarding experience" looking up the "passages referred to in Grandpa's books."
These words are set forth in a new time of transition for The Pacific f!istorian. This is
the last issue created under the direction ofDean/Professor/Dr. Lawrence R. Murphy; he
has left the University of the Pacific for a new and truly distinguished position in
Michigan. He has handed the reins over to John Porter Bloom and the next issue will be a
blend of the work of both, as well as that of assistant Dan Collins, who remains.
A native of New Mexico, Bloom attended the University of New Mexico, Reed College, and The George Washington University before receiving his Ph .D . from Emory
University in 1956. He taught history at several institutions, including the University of
Texas at El Paso, before going into federal government service. He worked with the National Park Service in St. Louis and Washington, DC, before moving to the National Archives. There he served as Senior Specialist for Western History as well as Editor of the
Tem.torial Papers of the United States. He has participated in a number of professional
and public organizations; he has formerly served as President of the Western History
Association and Sheriff of the Potomac Corral of the Westerners. His publications are too
numerous to list here, but The American Tem.torial System, published by the University
of Ohio Press, is a special favorite.
Many of Bloom's interests are shared by his California-born wife Jo, a history professor and Ph.D.-holder herself. The Blooms give every indication of blending readily
and happily into their new environment and responsibilities. Expressing his appreciation
for changes and improvements in The Pacific Historian in the past year, Bloom is determined to maintain these gains and, if possible, to climb still further uphill. So hang
around, it should be interesting!
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LOOKS AT WESTERN BOOKS
Authoritative reviews of recent publications

UNCOMPAHGRE. By Muriel Marshall.
(Caldwell, Id: The Caxton Printers, r98r.
mpp., zllus. Paper, $6.95).
The Uncompahgre Plateau , ninety miles
long and two miles high, stretches from the
Colorado River at Grand Junction on the
north to the jagged SanJuan Mountains on
the south . Comprised primarily of the Uncompahgre National Forest, the plateau is
not one of the spectacular tourist
playgrounds or historical regions of the
Colorado-Utah mountain and canyon country . Canyonlands National Park and Arches
National Park are to the west in Utah, past
the La Sal Mountains. The Gunnison River
and Crested Butte, both in the Elk Mountains, along with Grand Mesa, lie to the
east. Telluride, Silverton, and Ouray are all
tucked spectacularly into the San Juan
Mountains to the south.
Nor does the Plateau hold rich mineral
bearing formations, seemingly so common
to Colorado's western slope.
Yet the riches of the Uncompahgre
Plateau are revealed and shared by Marshall's Uncompahgre via a journey along
the Divide Road , which traverses the entire
crest of this " mountain lying down."
Aspen, spruce and pine, high mountain
meadows, those mighty vistas of more wellknown western landscape - all comprise
the traveler's setting under Marshall's care.
Informal and informative is the author's
sty!~ ~ Canyon, creek, and crossing place

names are matched with identities through
first-hand oral history, where possible . This
was largely sheep, cattle , and timber country in the past century.
"Uncompahgre" is the Indian for
''rocks that make red water,'' suitable to
the mountains' prominent formation,
Dakota sandstone . The Utes were "given"
this land, part of their old hunting and
trading grounds, when they were driven out
of the San Juans after the big gold and silver
finds were made . Good grassland , summer
pasturage through accessible passes, and the
clearcutters' search for harvest caused the
Utes to be displaced permanently into
Utah. They set fire to the forest before they
left.
Marshall also takes us to the archeological digs of the Uncompahgre,
which date human habitation of the Plateau
from 8 ,ooo B.C., and where the floodwaters
of rso million years ago have yielded bones
of flying serpents and a creature sixty feet
high that walked this earth.
Those who have the time for other than
the West 's glory holes will value making
this journey.
Gregory J. Hobbs, Jr.
Denver, Colorado

Gregory ]. Hobbs, Jr., a Denver Attorney
and formerly Assistant Attorney General of
Colorado, is an accomplished outdoorsman
and poet.
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SAN DIEGO: CALIFORNIA'S CORNERSTONE . By Ins H. W . Engstrand. (Tulsa,
Ok: Continental Heritage Press [P. 0 . Box
1620, 7410rJ, 1980. 224 pp., zllus., index.
S2LJ·95) ·
Dr. Iris Engstrand, an esteemed colleague
and currently both professor in and chairman of the Department of History at the
University of San Diego, has written an easy
to read, highly attractive book called San
Diego: Calzfornia's Cornerstone.
With skill and accuracy she traces the
history of San Diego , from the untamed
land Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo encountered
upon his founding of the present-day city in
1542, through the Mexican War of 1846 and
the rough 18sos, the beginning of Old
Town, and a time for new beginnings. For
each beginning there were men and women
who helped forge a future . Alonzo Horton,
blessed with Yankee ingenuity and the first
treasurer of San Diego's Chamber of Commerce (187o), was counted among these
leaders. So were George Marston, Edward
Fletcher, Charles Hamilton, and Joseph
Nash (who started the first merchandising
store). There were others, of course.
The last two decades of the nineteeth
century brought a number of interesting
developments - all discussed with detailed
interest by the author. Among other things
examined are the land boom, Helen Hunt
Jackson and her "Ramona," the birth of
the elegant 399 room Hotel Del Coronado,
the "Union" newspaper, the enterprises of
John D . Spreckels, and the panic of 1893.
By 1910 San Diego was an optimistic,
progressive metropolis numbering almost
40,000 residents. By the end of that decade
its population would reach 75 ,ooo, a
number that would again nearly double by
1930.
Dr. Engstrand also presents the developments which have led up to the present-day
reputation San Diego enjoys as a booming
metropolis : the coming of the automobile
and the air age , the terrific impact of television stations; all this is clearly presented.
Finally, she offers her prognosis for the
future.
From a pictorial point of view, the book
is beautiful; there are a number of excellent
photographic illustrations. There is also a
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fine, complete index as well as many interesting acknowledgements. Anyone wanting a colorful and entertaining history of
the young-old city of San Diego would indeed do well to read Iris Engstand' s San
Diego: Calzfornia's Cornerstone.
A. P. Nasatir
San Diego, California

A longtime professor at San Diego State
University, A. P. Nasatir zs a dzstinguzshed
authon.ty on Spanzsh contn"butions to the
development of Calzfornia and the West.

TOUR GUIDE TO OLD WESTERN
FORTS. By Herbert M. Hart. (Boulder:
Pruett Publzshing Co.; Fort Collins: The
Old Army Press, 1980. 212 pp., zllus.,
biblio., index. $22 . 50).
A reference book rather than a narrative to
be read, this volume is subtitled ''The Posts
and Camps of the Army, Navy and Marines
on the Western Frontier, 1804-1916." It is
really a summary of Colonel Hart's previous
books on western forts published some years
ago by Superior Publishing Company of
Seattle, all of which are, with a single exception, out of print. The current volume consists of paragraphs ranging from a line or
rwo of type to several column inches on all
known civilian and military forts, camps,
cantonments, blockhouses, posts, and seacoast defense batteries in seventeen western
states, stretching from North Dakota
through Texas, and from the Great Plains to
the Pacific.
This book also updates Hart's earlier efforts, correcting errors in the previous
volumes and including recently published
works in its brief guide to further reading
on the subject. It also presents newly
discovered data and historic illustrations,
such as views of Forts Craig and Keogh. Updated directions on how to reach the site of
old forts, including information on interstate highway construction through 1978,
are generally precise and adequate,
although a few are not. Camp Cameron No.
2 in Arizona, where remains of rwo buildings survive, is identified only as being
situated "approximately forty-five miles
south of Tucson," which is rather vague.

Remains ofFort Churchill, Nevada, located approximately eight mzles south ofSzlver
Springs Junction. The first fort buzlt in the state, it dates from Civzl War times.
A feature new in this volume is a listing
of all ''Endicott'' -type and later (r890-1942)
seacoast defense batteries on the Pacific and
Texas coasts; however, unlike the listings of
forts, these contain no dates. The date of
construction at least would have been useful, since some date from the nineteenth
century while others are as recent as World
War II.
Although a few errors have crept in
(Gillem misspelled on p. 27, for instance),
on the whole this volume represents a
massive and thorough compilation. Author
Hart is a Marine Corps colonel who
developed an interest in the western frontier
as a result of the counter-insurgency war in
South Vietnam, which he found similar in
some ways to the Indian wars . As a reference
and guide book this, and the four preceding
volumes, signals an impressive achievement.
Gordon Chappell
National Park Service, San Francisco

The reviewer is an authority on the mzlitary
history of the West. He serves as Regional
Historian with the National Park Service,
Western Region, and is on the Board of
Directors of the Counczl on Abandoned
Mtfitary Posts.

RUSSIAN ORTHODOXY IN ALASKA: A
HISTORY, INVENTORY, AND
ANALYSIS OF THE CHURCH ARCHIVES
IN ALASKA WITH AN ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY. By Barbara S. Smith.

(Anchorage: Alaska Historical Commission
[P. 0. Box 6913 99502}, 1980. r69pp., appendices, glossary, biblio., index. sr2.oo +
sr postage and handling).
Students of Orthodoxy and RussianAmerican history will welcome the longawaited appearance of this volume by Barbara S. Smith, recently published by the
Alaska Historical Commission. The book is
a valuable guide to original sources and provides further insights into the history of our
forty-ninth state.
Part I comprises two historical overviews:
one of the Orthodox Church in Alaska, and
one of the Russian Orthodox Archives in the
United States. Smith discusses an important
dimension of missionary thinking, the
problem of whether Christianity and
Western Civilization are synonomous. The
nineteenth century Protestant missionaries
thought they were, but the Orothodox
disagreed, advocating cultural diversity as a
goal. The second essay in this section sorts
out the complex history of the dispersal of
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Orthodox archives in the U. S. resulting
from both the impact of the Bolshevik
Revolution on church administration, and
of World War II on relocation of parish
records from Alaskan villages. The essay
identifies archives outside Alaska.
Part II offers a description and analysis
of the archives of the Alaska Diocese in
Kodiak; there is an excellent discussion on
the importance of the archives as an
historical resource. In particular, Smith
joins other historians such as Morgan Sherwood and Lydia Black in lamenting the
"nonhistories" of Alaska which purport to
be history but make no use of primary
sources. She also points out that "generally
speaking, historians have left cultural
history for both the Russian and American
era to the anthropologist and have concentrated instead on political history." As a
result, much current writing can too easily
repeat second or third hand views of the
Russians in Alaska, deriving from often
anti-Russian sources. The present book will
serve as a valuable guide to the existence
and location of primary sources upon which
we can base re-evaluations of the Russian
presence and enduring legacy in Alaska.
The author offers suggestions of at least six
different areas for future research.
Part III of this volume consists of an inventory of parish records, periodicals, and
books in the archives of the Alaska diocese
in Kodiak, including priests' journals, vital
statistics, financial records, correspondence,
etc., for the Yukon River Mission,
Mikhailovsky Redoubt, the Kuskokwom
River Mission, St. George, Unalaska,
Kodiak, and Nushagak for various years.
The book concludes with a chronology of
Orthodoxy in Alaska from 1896-1925, a
short glossary of Church terms, an excellent
selected bibliography with annotations, and
an index.
Richard Dauenhauer

Richard Dauenhauer, Associate Professor of
Humanities at Alaska Pacific University,
specializes in Alaska native oral literature
and in Russian and Anglo-American educational theory as practiced there.
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COMMUNITY ON THE AMERICAN
FRONTIER: SEPARATE BUT NOT

ALONE. By Robert V. Hine . (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1981. xzi +
258 pp., zflus., biblio., index. sn.5o).
For some time philosophers and social scientists, and more recently, historians , have
suggested that the search for community
has been a major force in shaping American
history and life. The meaning of the term
"community" is elusive and a clear definition is essential to analysis. Hine suggests
that it is a sense of place and belonging, and
he undertakes to evaluate that concept
through time and space as the history of the
American frontier unfolds.
In the beginning, the Puritan communes on the frontier knew the spirit of
community. This sense was continually
reinforced from within by a number of pervasive influences: religious beliefs, family,
and the desire to sustain the quality of life
determined by the coherent group. Soon
mobility became a major factor of American
life and on the trails westward nomadic settlements evolved that cooperated on a temporary basis to meet the demands of the
trail and secure safe transit. Certainly there
was no sense of place or association with a
known environment to lay lasting foundations for community. In the mining camps,
according to Hine, courageous individualism, uprooted restlessness, and
rapid economic fluctuation frustrated all attempts at community.
Isolation dominated the experience of
pioneer farmers on the Great Plains. To
overcome this, periodic attempts were made
at cooperation and to seek a sense of
belonging through such events as coyote
hunting, threshing, camp meetings,
quilting bees, sharing of labor, and visiting.
A counter force was the strong spirit of competition and individualism. In Midwestern
towns, the love of place tended to support
the sense of belonging and this feeling was
reinforced both by membership in any of
the various community organizations (i .e.
fraternal orders, volunteer fire departments,
religious congregations), and by the spirit of
boosterism. Older residents shared a
"collective memory"; the young were
bound by frequent face-to-face contact.

Even so, community was undermined by individual conflicts, family feuds, concern for
improved social status, and the over-riding
impact of mobility.
A dualism existed on the ranching frontier. Although both Mexican and Anglo cattlemen had an affinity for the land, the
former enjoyed a greater sense of community and frequently stopped work for religious
responsibilities. The family was the key institution explaining the Anglo cattleman.
The cowboy was a wage earner who, like a
factory worker, could be dismissed at any
time and this undermined his sense of
belonging to the ranch community.
Ethnic communities based upon
language, historical and cultural
backgrounds, religion, life styles, and the
color of skin abounded on the American
frontier. Aware of their ethnic or racial
heritage, the German Hutterites at Bon
Homme, South Dakota; the Pietists at
Amana, Iowa; the Swedes at Lindsborg,
Kansas; the Danes at Dannebrog,
Nebraska; and the Blacks at Nicodemus,
Kansas not only knew community, but nurtured other colonies. The search for Eden,
or Utopia, also led to the establishment of
many cooperative experiments. Robert
Owen attempted to create an ideal society at
New Harmony; the followers of Charles
Fourier established twenty-seven colonies,
chiefly in the Old Northwest. The Mormons
are cited as an outstanding example of community based on religious belief and
economic planning. Hines elects to discuss
the village of Orderville in southern Utah
that achieved the highest goals established
by the Church of latter Day Saints. Among
better known cooperative and Utopian experiments were: Union Colony at Greeley,
Colorado; Kaweah and Joyful, near
Bakersfield, California; and those of Equality and Home in the Puget Sound region of
Washington.
Hine ·observes that people were not
foolish in thinking they had an opportunity
to change society for the better on the frontier, to work and play together as an extended family, to affirm traditional values, to
withdraw temporarily from competitive
society, hoping later to return with answers
to society's problems. Their mistake was

that they did not realize that competitive
industrialism and laissez-faire economics,
represented by such interests and the land
speculators and railroad builders, had
preceded them.
The modern communes of the 1970s are
presented as "replays of western history."
Morning Star, Wheeler's Ranch, The Farm,
and Camp Joy provide examples. Hine concludes that the never-ending search for
community, so longed for, has never been
achieved. The goal, momentarily attained
in experimental communities, has invariably become unbound. A wide gulf
through time has separated these experiments from industrial society.
This book is among the more important
historical publications of the decade. Those
interested in the American West are provided an innovative approach to understanding
the frontier's experience. Robert V. Hine
has long been recognized as one of the nation's most thoughtful scholars inquiring
into the social and cultural history of the
West and has at last shared his mature conclusions. His research and writing always has
the hallmark of a professional historian but,
unlike many of his colleagues, he writes
with sensitivity, is master of the memorable
phrase or sentence, and is eminently
readable. The numerous illustrations, many
published for the first time, provide additional interest and enhance the value of the
book.
W. Turrentine Jackson
University of California, Davis

A distinguished scholar of Western
America, Professor jackson is the author of
numerous books and articles and former
president of the Western History
Association.
THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF JOHN
MUIR. By james Mitchell Clarke. (San
Diego: The Word Shop Publz'cations [3737
Fifth Ave.], 92103, 1979. 32-4 pp., zflus.,
biblz'o., index. $14-95, Paper S7.95).
In the interval since its 1979 publication in
hardback, The Lzfe and Adventures ofjohn
Muir, by the late James Mitchell Clarke, has
received enthusiastic praise from some
reviewers and somewhat less than en-
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john Muir's ''hang nest, '' drawn by the naturalist and included in an r87r letter to a
friend. "The hole in the roofis to command a view ofthe glorious South Dome, five
thousand feet high. There is a corresponding skylight on the other side of the roof
which commands a full view of the Upper Yosemite Falls, and the window on the
end has a view sweeping down the valley . . . ''
thusiastic comment from Muir specialists.
Reviewers have praised Clarke for a work
' 'beautifully and feelingly written,'' for letting "the reader see familiar things,
previously unseen," for a book "chock-full
of materials other biographers either omit
or fail to emphasize sufficiently. " Scholars,
on the other hand, had hoped for more new

material, for new insights into Muir's
writing.
Both views are, I think, valid ones. The
book is highly readable, often excitingly,
dramatically so. It does make available to
the general reader- and in easy-to-follow,
chronological order - a wealth of material
by and about one of America's earliest and

''. . . among the pines and cedars and
silver firs . The window in the mzllroofto
the right is above my head, and I have
to look at the stars on calm nights."
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most significant conservationists. Much of it
is material taken from Muir's own writing,
previously well-known only by Muir
specialists. For example, there are ten
chapters on Muir's experiences in Alaska
and the Arctic; these draw on some of
Muir's best writing and most exciting
adventures. The specialist is, of course, acquainted with Travels in Alaska and The
Cruise of the Corwin (both volumes in the
Works, edited by William F. Bade), but
Clarke's book may open up a new aspect of
Muir for those who previously were familiar
only with the paperback issue of The Mountains of California. Those readers (and other
potential readers) will also appreciate the
interesting, coherent accounts of Muir's
"Victorian" courtship and marriage and of
his "activist" years fighting for various
segments of the unspoiled wilderness.
Not the least of the attributes of the
book is the inclusion of a large number of
sketches. These bring an added dimension
to those writings of Muir which are best
known, those concerning his youth and
Yosemite. Reproduced from Muir's journals, these illustrations embrace a wide
range of subject matter, from diagrams of
glacial action to landscapes of mountains
and valleys. The "hang-bird's hang-nest,"
the residence Muir appended onto the gable
of a mill he worked in during his early
residence in Yosemite, is also featured.
The readable, free-flowing narrative
style of the book suffers from a drawback
which will no doubt bother many academic
critics. One cannot always be sure who is being quoted: Muir, some other source, or
Clarke himself. In the case of the too-easy,
perhaps half-facetious generalizations
("Geologists are among the more violent
scientists ... '' ), the reader can attribute the
remark to Clarke and move on, but the
problem is sometimes more complicated.
Muir's "rescue" of Alaska missionary S.
Hall Young from a precipice on the slope of
Alaska's Glenora Peak is a case in point.
Students of Muir are aware of his propensity
to downplay, or even ignore, his brushes
with danger and death, to treat them as
simply part of the excitement of discovering
nature. They know that Muir could
sometimes leave better judgement behind

m his haste to enjoy an earthquake, a
Yosemite storm, a brilliant Alaska sunset.
And they know that Muir celebrated the
heroics of nature, but never his own. These
readers, even while savoring Clarke's
dramatic account of the rescue, may wish
for more exact documentation than an occasional quote from Young and a listing of his
Alaska Days with john Muir in the
bibliography.
Though of concern to the Muir
specialist, problems such as this are no
doubt intrinsic to the narrative approach
Clarke employs, and may be irrelevant to
his purpose and to the general reader. A
related criticism - that the narrative on occasion waters down "the poetry of Muir's
own words'' - may be more pertinent, but
again, not to the author's purpose or to the
general reader. As Mrs . Helen Clarke writes
of her late husband's work, "This book is
not the academician's opus; it is a book to
bring John Muir to life for people who cannot delve in the bowels of libraries. . . . ''
Perhaps one might best conclude, as did a
scholar at a recent conference on John Muir,
"the book is, after all, a tribute to and a
celebration of John Muir, and as such
deserves a place .' '
Henry Hahn

Professor Hahn teaches literature at
Modesto Junior College and is an avid student ofjohn Muir.
THE RAINMAKERS: AMERICAN
''PLUVICUL1URE'' TO WORLD WAR 11.
By Clark C. Spence. (Lincoln and London:
University of Nebraska Press, 1980. x + 181
pp., t!lus., notes, index. S15 ·95)·
As one who joined other drouth-stricken
farm families in South Dakota in the 1930s
to pray for rain and who remembers local
discussions of how rainfall might be artificially induced, I find The Rainmakers a
most interesting book. Apart from any
desire by scientists to change or modify the
climate, there has been sporadic public interest in several parts of the country since
the mid-nineteenth century to develop
some method to make it rain in periods of
drouth. The intense interest in artificial
rainmaking in such places as the Great
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Plains and California opened the way for all
kinds of fakers and charlatans to take advantage of desperate people who saw their crops
burn up or their water supplies vanish.
After surveying the background of rainmaking ideas, Professor Spence devotes
chapters to each of the major proposals to
stimulate rainfall. While there were many
ridiculous suggestions for producing artificial rain, he concentrates on the principal
man-made procedures designed to get the
clouds to release their moisture, and on the
personalities who tried to implement such
ideas . Thus there is a chapter on James P.
Espy, a man of some scientific ability, and
his effort to induce rain by burning or conflagration, and another on efforts to create
artificial rainfall by concussion. In the early
1890s, Congress actually appropriated some
money to test this theory, and Robert St.
George Dyrenforth, a Washington patent
attorney, was engaged to carry out the experiments. The most famous rainmaking
practitioner who used chemicals to bring
rain to drouth-stricken areas was Charles M.
Hatfield of California. Still another idea
was to put electricity into the atmosphere by
scattering charged particles of sand from
balloons or airplanes. Cloud seeding of certain chemicals was also proposed and tried
in a limited way near the end of the period.
In a day when the study of meteorology
was not a well-established science, it is
perhaps not surprising that many people
believed in one or more of the rainmaking
theories. Moreover, when experimenters of
burning, concussion, or some other idea
seemed to succeed, the newspapers and
magazines gave the reported results wide
publicity. Some of the rainmakers
themselves were skillful publicists. Most
scientists, however, including those in the
United States Weather Bureau, scoffed at
the various rainmakers, and argued that if
rain did come during the experiments, as it
sometimes did, it was because of natural
conditions that would have caused rain to
fall without any artificial inducement.
Nevertheless, rainmaking was convincing
enough to encourage some people to pay
rainmakers to practice their craft as a means
of bringing needed moisture.
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Professor Spence has presented a clear,
straight-forward, and factual account of the
''age of pluviculture'' which centered in the
period from the r88os to the 193os. He
covers the various ideas advanced and the
personalities involved very well. Little attention, however, is given to grassroots opinion
of artificial watering by such groups as
farmers who stood to benefit from the success of rainmaking experiments. Moreover,
he makes little effort to fit his findings into
the larger scientific ideas dealing with
weather modification. In other words, the
book is more factual than interpretative.
The Rainmakers is interestingly written
and liberally sprinkled with contemporary
quotes which helps the reader get a "feel"
for the subject and the times. It is based on
a wide variety of sources, including
manuscripts from the Weather bureau,
government documents, newspapers, and
other materials. The book is an excellent addition to a little known aspect of American
history.
Gilbert C. Fite

Professor Fite, a distinguished specialist in
agricultural history, taught for many years
at the University of Oklahoma. He is now a
research professor at the University of
Georgia at Athens.
FOLK MUSIC IN AMERICA, fifteen
records with individual titles. Edited by
Richard K. Spottswood. (Washington:
Library of Congress, 1976-79. s6. 50 per
record, s8s.oo the set).
Folk Music in America was put together as a
project of the American Revolution
Bicentennial with funding from the National Endowment for the Arts. In common
with a good many other Bicentennial projects, this effort seems unfocussed. The
lasting effect is that while something has
been done, the scholarship has been thin
and the concepts poorly designed.
The most important thing to note right
away is the title. The collection is Folk
Music IN America, not OF America. The
listener will not find general favorites like
"Yankee Doodle," "On Top of Old
Smokey,'' and ''Swing Low. '' Rather, this
collection encompasses a great deal of music

that , while currently little-known, was sung
at one time or another by a singer (or
singers) from one of the groups that make
up our national mosaic. Therefore one finds
things like a Polish beggar's song, a Yaqui
religious piece, Charleston street cries, and
an example of the singing of a cantor who
tried unsuccessfully to establish his own folk
liturgical style.
The source documents for these records
are recordings in the Library of Congress;
some additions from private field recordings
· -- ·-:,- -. ~-

-

sameness to the harmony of many of the accompaniments, and the sounds are those of
tinnier older recordings. However bothersome the latter may be, it is still the chief
virtue of the collection. Music once performed is lost unless recorded, and we do
have here evidence of what that sound was,
something that cannot happen w
recreation.
· Perhaps the most startling thing of all
about this collection is that, in a real sense,
it is not about music at all. The press release

..-....,.,.:::.

''A Negro Camp Meeting in the South, '' drawn
by Sol Eytinge, Jr., and appearing in an 1872
issue of Harper's Weekly, graces the cover of
''Religious Music, Congregational and
Ceremonial, '' Volume One of Folk Music in
America.

and commercial sources are also included.
Since a relatively short period of time has
elapsed since the advent of commercial
recording, the choices have been severely
limited in terms of style and recording
technique. Music before 1900 is lacking, as
are performances by recent, controversial
groups - the protest singers of the '60s, for
example - and selections by artists of the
current scene. The result is a too limited
slice of music in America. There is a dated

for the last volume to appear, Volume
Nine, "Songs of Death and Tragedy,"
makes this clear in a quote from Mack McCormick, coeditor for the volume and writer
of its notes: ''Here in this backwater of
phonograph records and field recordings we
stumble on illuminating particles of the
literature of the nation .... These songs are
not about death so much as they are about
the style with which it is met . As such they
identify who we are, how we react."
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The distinction between folk music on
the one hand and folk literature on the
other is fundamental, although at times
subtle. American folk music has its own
classifications: blues, jazz, fiddle tunes,
ballads, work songs, square dance music,
gospel, and the like. To classify musically is
to be able to speak about the music; to
classify by literary content is to be able to
talk about the texts. It is astonishing that
the Library of Congress' effort in American
folk music so missed the opportunity to deal
with music and that no one noticed or
stopped a press release touting literary illumination from a backwater of recordings.
If it is disappointing that the Bicentennial effort in folk music failed to talk about
music, it is also frustrating that it decided
not to speak about our national music, that
unique to and representative of our
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development as a nation. The birthday of
the country called forth a rejoicing in our
common nationality regardless of how one
feels about America as a melting pot or a
mosaic. We have identified and talked
about American painting, literature,
needlework, and the like. The Bicentennial
raised our consciousness of how well
developed our own styles have become and
how individual we are as a nation. This particular thrust was the charge of all the
Bicentennial projects, and it is a trust that
should not have been ignored in an area as
distinctive as folk music.
Nelda Smith
Stockton, California

The reviewer, Nelda Smith, is a musicologist with interests in several areas of the
field

PACIFIC BOOKSHELF
Concise reports on interesting publications

REFERENCE WORKS AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Every serious researcher knows how valuable a
good reference work can be in locating sources,
untangling complex stories, and tracking down
elusive information. It is always noteworthy,
therefore, when significant new reference works
become available. Recently , for example ,
Thomas C. Barnes, Thomas H . Naylor, and
Charles W . Polzer have compiled Northern New
Spain: A Research Guide (Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 198r. xi + 147 pp . , paper, s9.95),
which not only includes descriptions of archival
collections and a comprehensive bibliography
but also offers a discussion of Spanish weights ,
measures, and currency, lists colonial officials ,
gives examples of common paleographic abbreviations, and provides a vast number of other
bits of information.
Another extremely useful publication is Norman E. Tutorow's The Mexican War: An Annotated Bibliography (Westport, Conn. : Greenwood Press [88 Post Road West , o6881], 198r.
xxix + 427 pp ., 539 ·95) · It contains more than
4, 500 annotated citations from archival sources,
government documents, books, articles , theses ,
and dissertations. The appendices provide information on leading military and civilian officials,
naval vessels, military strength, and casualties.
No research library's reference collection can afford to be without this important book.
A great deal of research remains to be completed on Black contributions to Western
history, and anyone undertaking a project in this
field will benefit from editor Robert L. Clarke's
Afro-American History: Sources for Research
(Washington, D .C.: Howard University Press,
198r. xviii + 236 pp . , sq.5o) , which compiles
materials originally presented at a National Archives conference in 1973 . As might be expected ,

the volume focuses largely on National Archives
materials of value to researchers examining the
Black experience. Sections on Freedmen 's
Bureau, military , and Presidential libraries
records are especially informative .
A similar 1977 National Archives conference
focused on American agriculture . The proceedings pubiished in Trudy Huskamp Peterson,
ed. , Farmers, Bureaucrats, and Middlemen:
Historical Perspectives on Amencan Agnculture
(Washington, D .C.: Howard University Press,
1980. xvii + 357 pp ., 519.95) include a valuable
overview by Vernon Carstensen and useful
discussions of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, farm organizations, sharecroppers,
Mexican-American farm workers , farm wives ,
land grant universities, and domestic marketing.
While its focus is considerably narrower, the
value of Pieces of Eight Channel Islands: A
Bibliographzcal Guide and Source Book (Glendale, CA: The Arthur H. Clark Co ., 1980. 340
pp . , s26 .5o) by Adelaide Le Men Doran
becomes apparent to anyone interested in the
southern California coast. Here are maps,
chronologies , bibliographies, lists of poems ,
maps, and photos , and much other useful information about San Nicolas , San Clemente, Santa
Catalina, Santa Barbara, Anacapa , Santa Cruz,
Santa Rosa, and San Miguel islands .
Since its publication in 1944, Ramon F.
Adams' Western Words: A Dzctionary of the
Amencan West has become a standard reference
work. Readers will thus be happy to know that
the revised and enlarged edition published in
19E.8 has been reissued in paperback (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 198r. xviii + 3 55
pp., s9.95) and is available to anyone whose
library lacks the scarce hardback version .
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CALIFORNIA'S COLORFUL HERITAGE
Few areas of the West, as many already know, are
as diverse or as historically fascinating as California, so it should be no surprise that new books
related to the state's past appear with unceasing
regularity. Nearly everyone will want a copy of
the Encyclopedia of California (St. Clair Shores,
MI : Somerset Publishers [1972.2. E. Nine Mile
Road, 48o8o), 1980. 637 pp., S79.oo prepaid),
one of a series of volumes projected to include all
the states. Here is a handy place to find concise
information on the state's geography, history,
cities, governors, state services, parks, and other
aspects. Los Angeles-area historians won't want
to miss either Msgr. Francis]. Weber's newest
book, The Old Plaza Church: A Documentary
History (Los Angeles: Libra Press] dist. by
Dawson's Book Shop [ s3 s North Larchmont
Blvd., 90004), ix + 2.2.2. pp., S14.oo), which collects descriptions from 1769 to 1974, or Joseph C.
Newsom's Artistic Butidings and Homes of Los
Angeles (No. Hollywood: Calliope Press [P .O.
Box 2.2.73, 91602.}, 198r. Not paginated, paper,
S9 .95), which reproduces a rare 1888 booklet, including many fine pictures . Bay Area readers
won't want to miss Arthur Quinn's Broken
Shore: The Man·n Peninsula, a Perspective on
History (Salt Lake City: Peregrine Smith, 198r.
vii + 180 pp., s1r.9s). Specialists in California
archaeology will find Community Structure and
Trade at Isthmus Cove by W . Patrick Fennerty
and five others (Ramona, CA: Acoma Books
[P.O. Box 4, 99-o6sJ, 198o. 30 pp ., paper, 52..95)
especially interesting . It describes a salvage archaeological excavation which took place on
Catalina Island.
The importance of gold in the development
of California can hardly be estimated. One early
prospector whose writings encouraged many
others to come West was James M. Hutchings ,
whose voyage to America in 1848, overland trek
the next year, and letters from the Mother Lode
have been collected and edited in Shirley
Sargent's Seeing the Elephant, 1849 (Glendale:
Arthur H. Clark Co ., 1980. 2.09 pp., S)o.oo).
Other accounts of early mining are included in
Newell D. Chamberlain's, The Call of Gold:
True Tales on the Gold Road to Yosemite (4th
printing., Santa Cruz, CA : Western Tanager
Press [nn Pacific Avenue, 95o6o), xi + 187 pp .,
paper, S4 .95), while many of the miners'
magnificent Victorian houses are described (and
portrayed) in John G. Campbell's Houses of
Gold (San Diego: Howell-North Books [m7s
Flinkote Avenue, 92.12.1}, 1980. vi + 174 pp.,
S1s .oo).
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NEWELL D. CHAMBERLAIN

THE GREAT NORTHWEST
From the North Country comes an unusually rich
variety of recent publications. Perhaps the most
important and certainly the broadest in coverage
is Northwest Perspectives, a collection of essays
originally presented at a University of Oregon
conference in 1976, edited by Edwin R. Bingham
and Glen A. Love, and issued in paper (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1979 . XV + 2.47
pp . , S14 -9s) - Included are discussions of folk art,
pioneer settlers, and literary contributions. The
annotated bibliography should prove especially
valuable. Nearly as comprehensive a volume on
one state is the Alaska Almanac (Edmonds, Wa.:
Alaska Northwest Publishing Company, 1981.
146 pp., paper, S3 -9S + SI.oo postage & handling). Alphabetically-organized entries range
from amphibians and camping to tundra,
whales , and williwaws.
The charm of Northwestern urban life
becomes apparent in Portland: A Pictorial
History (Virginia Beach, Va.: The Donning

Company [so41 Admiral Wright Road, 2.3462.],
1980. 2.08 pp., paper, SJ3-9s) by Harry Steen,
Kathleen Ryan, and Mark Beech. An informative
text, magnificent photographs, and stunning
design make this an exceptionally valuable addition to any library. The latest addition to the
Heritage Series from the Provincial Archives of
British Columbia (Victoria, B.C.: (v8v 1x4],
1981. iii + 7S pp., paper, s3.oo) is Martin: The
Story ofa Young Fur Trader in which 1m bert Orchard describes the life and adventures of Martin
Starret, a pioneer in central British Columbia. A
Northwesterner who has recently published his
autobiography is Loris Gillespie, "the second
white, boy born at Brewster, Okanogan County,
Washington ." His Kanagan (Spokane: Scrivener
Printing Company South lSI Washington Street,
992.04, 1979 . 137 pp., s9. so) is a well-written and
illustrated story of the "life, loves, investments,
experiences, and adventures'' of a successful
businessman and world traveler.

A POTPOURRI FROM THE WESTERN STATES
Every region of the West is so rich with historical
materials that possibilities for valuable historical
work seem almost endless. Along the
U.S.-Canadian border, for example, some of the
earliest European discoveries have recently been
chronicled in G. Hubert Smith's The Explorations of La Verendryes in the Northern Plains,
1738-43 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1980. xvii + ISO pp., S13 .95) , Originally written
for use within the National Park Service, the text
has been edited and updated by W . Raymond
Wood; a new translation of the La Verendryes'
journals will be of special interest to anyone interested in the early history of the north country.
Toward the west, the beauty of Montana's Big
Sky country has stimulated a great many artists
to create works of lasting value. The development of art in the northern Rockies is the subject
of Dale Burke 's A Brush with the West
(Missoula, Montana: Mountain Press Publishing
Company [P.O . Box 2.399, 598o6], 198o. xvi +
135 pp . , S19.95). Beginning with the work of
such pioneers as Bierstadt, Moran, Russell , and
Remington, the author describes the institutions
and organizations which have encouraged the
arts and presents a number of younger, lesserknown painters.
The intensity of poetic visions can be
sampled in three anthologies related to the
West. Although Evolyn B. Feiring's Sun Palace

(Long Beach: Rocky Mountain Press (2.754 Marquita St., 90803], 1972.. 87 pp., s2..oo) is several
years old, it has not been widely circulated, and
her descriptions of mountains , trees, flowers,
and birds are timeless . From the distinguished
Pitt Poetry Series comes The Tale of Sunlight
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1978.
61 pp., s6 .95; paper, s3.95) by Gary Soto, a
moving collection of interrelated poems reflecting Mexican (or Mexican-American) experience.
The Ahsahta Press at Boise State University has
recently issued To Touch The Water (1981.
46pp., paper, s2..5o), a collection of Gretel
Ehrlich's poems including many compelling impressions of contemporary rural life , especially in
Wyoming.
Texas is such a diverse and fascinating state
that its literature has always proven especially
rich. Years ago]. Frank Dobie first introduced
readers to one legendary Texan in The Ben Lilly
Legend, which has recently been reissued
(Austin : University of Texas Press, 1981. xiv +
2.2.9 pp., paper, s6 .95). Born in Alabama just
before the Civil War, Lilly hunted his way
through Mississippi and Louisiana before
reaching Texas , where boasts of his hunting
prowess made him a legend in his own time .
Storytelling in the Dobie tradition is still
alive, as becomes evident in David L. Caffey's
The Old Home Place: Farming on the West
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Texas Frontier (Burnet, TX: Eakin Press [P.O.
Drawer AG, 786n], 1981. x + 21 3 pp., SII.9S)Here is the lovingly-told story of a pioneer couple who moved to Texas in 1890 to set about raising a family and earning a living in the often
hostile environment of the high plains. Another
kind of Texas tale unfolds inJan Hutson's The
Chicken Ranch: The True Story ofthe Best Little
Whorehouse in Texas (New York: A. S. Barnes
and Company [3 7S Park Avenue , 1002.2], 1980.
ns pp ., S7 -9s) which chronicles the history of
the famous LaGrange , Texas, entertainment
center. The book was obviously written to
capitalize on the successful play, is based on little
research, and makes no significant contribution
to the West's literary treasure .
Far more useful is Land of Enchantment:
Memoirs of Marian Russell along the Santa Fe
Tratl, which was originally issued by the Branding Iron Press in Evanston, Illinois , and was
recently reissued (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1981. xiv + 163 pp. , SI0.9S)
with an informative afterword by Marc Simmons. Mrs . Russell arrived in New Mexico via the
Santa Fe Trail in the 18sos and, except for a stint
at Fort Leavenworth , spent the rest of her life
there or in neighboring Colorado. The volume
ranks with the more famous diaries of Susan
Shelby Magoffin , Agnes Morley Cleaveland , or
Lydia Spencer Lane in it revealing comments on
social life in the pioneer Southwest.
Arizona's decaying past comes to life in
Thelma Hearwole's Ghost Towns and Historical
Haunts in Arizona (Phoenix: Golden West
Publishers [4n3 N . Longview Ave. , 8so14] , 1981.
144 pp. , 54-so). Brief descriptions of each town
include bits of local history , perceptive comments on current conditions, and revealing
photographs , while maps interspersed throughout the book provide at least general directions
for reaching the sites . This is certainly not a

scholar's work, but individuals who love to poke
around in the crumbling ruins of old towns will
find it useful and enjoyable.
Nevada has experienced tremendous growth
and change since W odd War II, much of which is
described in Mary Ellen Glass's Nevada 's Turbulent '5os (Reno: University of Nevada Press ,
1981. ix + 137 pp . , paper, ss-7s) . In addition to
the more glamorous subjects such as economic
development, gambling regulation, and mining,
the author devotes special attention to developments in education and politics .
A Congressional Record· The Memoir of
Bernie Sisk by B. F. Sisk and A. I. Dickman
(Fresno: Panorama West [8 East Olive Avenue ,
93728], 1980. xviii + 2.66 pp. , s2o.oo) details
the life of the Congressman who for rwenty-four
years represented the central San Joaquin Valley.
In addition to revealing insights into the recent
history of the Valley and the inner workings of
Washington politics, the volume makes interesting use of transcribed interviews conducted
with Sisk by the oral history office at the University of California at Davis.
Another book for students of Western.
politics is Ronald L. Feinman, Twzlight of Progressivism: The Western Republican Senators
and the New Deal (Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins University Press , 1981. xiv + 2.62 pp.,
SIS. so). We all know how powerful , important,
and forward looking many western Republicans
were following World War I, yet, as the author
explains, most of these same men abandoned
their liberal philosophies, parted company from
Franklin Roosevelt and his New Deal principles ,
and joined the conservative coalition in Congress. The reasons for this change are complex ,
and this scholarly volume plays a significant role
in explaining the interplay of individuals ,
philosophical principles, and political wrangling
which brought it about .

SOLDIERING TO mE WEST AND BEYOND
Despite numerous valuable publications, the
role of the army in the exploration and settlement of the West is still being examined in new
monographs. For example , the contributions of
army engineers have recently been analyzed in
Frank N . Schubert's Vanguard a/Expansion: Army Engineers in the Trans-Mississippi West
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office ,
1980. xii + 16o pp ., s4. so), which was sponsored
by the Historical Division of the Office of the
Chief of Engineers. This well-written volume
summarizes the activities of numerous expeditions and individuals, supplementing previous
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work by William H . Goetzmann, W . Turrentine
Jackson , and others.
Historians who have argued that, with the
closing of the Western frontier, Americans
naturally expanded into the Carribean and
Pacific will want to read Davis F. Trask 's The
War with Spain in r898 (New York: Macmillan
Publishing Company, 1981. xiv + 6s4 pp .,
S29-9s). This is the latest and one of the best
volumes in a distinguished series on the Wars of
the United States and a valuable addition to any
collection on military history .

NATIVE AMERICANS: PAST AND PRESENT
Western writers and publishers continue to provide us with valuable studies of Indian peoples.
Every library and serious student will want to acquire The Dictionary of Indian Tribes of the
Amencas (Newport Beach, CA : American Indian Publishers [177F Riverside Avenue, 92663],
198o. 4 vols ., S25o), a comprehensive reference
guide arranged by tribe and authored by
outstanding authorities. Equally as comprehensive in its own way is The Remembered Earth
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1981. xi + 417 pp . , S14.95; paper, s9 .95), editor
Geary H. Robson's anthology of contemporary
Native American literature. Another valuable
addition to any library on Indian history is
Leonard A. Carlson's important new study , Indians, Bureaucrats and Land (Westport, CT:
Greenwood Press [88 Post Road West, o6881],
1981. xiii + 219 pp . , 529 .95), which utilizes
modern economic forecasting techniques to
evaluate the impact of the Dawes Act on Indian
agriculture .
Myths and other stories from Indians can
teach us a great deal about the people and their
lives. Bill Baudrin's collection of Tanaina Tales
from Alaska has been reissued (Norman : University of Oklahoma Press, 1981. 127 pp., paper,
s3 .95). It contains dozens of fascinating accounts, supplemented by Joan B. Townshend's
introduction including a brief history and
scholarly appraisal of Tanaina folklore. Another
collection of Indian myths of interest to adults
and children alike is L. Taylor Hanson's muchreprinted He Walked the Americas (Amherst,
Wisconsin : Amherst Press, 12th printing , 198o.
256 pp., S7.95 + SI.oo postage). These stories
and the illustrations which accompany them
come from many parts of the United States as
well as Mexico and Guatemala.
If your special interest is Southwest Indians,
you won't want to overlook several recent
publications. Camera, Spade and Pen: An Inside
View of Southwestern Archaeology (Tucson:
University of Arizona Press, 1980. 16o pp . ,
S25.oo) is an oversized volume capturing in
words and photographs the excitement experienced by archaeologists who work in major
research sites . The religion of the Navajo is the
focus of Sam D . Gill's Sacred Words (Westport,
CT: Greenwood Press [88 Post Road West,
o6881], 1981. xxvi + 257 pp., 529 .95). It provides a structural analysis of prayer types and
critiques Gladys A. Reichard's 1944 study of the
same subject. Years of conflict between the
Navajo and their Hopi neighbors ended in 1974
when Congress divided 1.8 million acres of land

equally between the two tribes . What actually
happened, as Jerry Kammer explains in The
Second Long Walk (Albuquerque : University of
New Mexico Press, 1980 . xix + 219 pp., SI4.95),
was that several thousand Navajos were forced to
move, that animosities among the Indians persist, and that attorneys and politicians frequently
had more influence than the Indians themselves.
An entirely different approach to the Navajo
economy can be found in Phillip Reno's Mother
Earth, Father Sky , and Economic Development:
Navajo Resources and Their Use (Albuquerque :
University of New Mexico Press, 1981. 18 3 pp.,
SI5.95). This is an extremely detailed economic
study of the resources of the Navajo (range,
livestock , agriculture, water, forests , coal , oil,
and uranium) complete with maps, tables,
discussions of past use (and misuse) of resources,
and suggestions for future development. While
some of the terminology and economic
forecasting techniques may overwhelm all but
trained econometricians, Reno's work represents
an exciting example of how advanced
developmental economic methods can be applied to an Indian reservation in the West.
The native peoples of California and the
Pacific Northwest are the focus of other new
books . Perhaps the most important publication
to appear this year is Robert H. Roby and John
A. Brown, Indians of the Pacific Northwest: A
History (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press ,
1981. xvi + 283 pp., s24.95) . This encyclopedic
volume, complete with many illustrations and
maps, is the first composite history of the
region's native inhabitants from the first white
contact in the mid-eighteenth century to 1900.
The little-known Round Valley wars in which the
Yuki people of northern California were
systematically raided, murdered, and kidnapped
by neighboring settlers are portrayed in Lynwood
Carranco and Estle Beard's Genocide and
Vendetta (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1981. 387 pp ., SI5.95), the second half of
which describes feuds among Y olla Bolly country
settlers between the close of the Civil War and
1905.
No California Indian is better known than
Ishi, whose years at the University of California
endeared him to both scholars and laymen . The
subject of many studies and books , Ishi's life has
now been chronicled in Ishi the Last Yahi: A
Documentary History (Berkeley: University of
California Press , 1981, SI7 . 5o; paper, s6.95),
edited by Robert F. Heizer and Theodora
Kroeber. L. S. Cressman made archaeological
history many years ago by discovering 9,ooo-year
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old sandals in Fort Rock Cave which upset much
conventional wisdom about northwestern Indian
life. Now this noted scholar has summarized a
lifetime of study in The Sandal and the Cave:
The Indians of Oregon (Corvallis: Oregon State
University Press, 1981. xiii + 81 pp., s3.95) . This
brief synthesis of Oregon Indian culture should
be of value to anyone interested in a nonscholarly approach to the first Oregonians.
The memoirs of whites who lived among Indians provide unusual perspectives of continuing
value and interest. James Willard Scholtz, also
known as Apikuni , described his " life among

the Indians' ' in Blackfeet and Buffalo, originally
published in 1962. and recently reissued in paperback (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1980. 384 pp. , paper, 57 -95)- Schultz was a fur
trader from 1878 to 1904, married a Blackfoot
woman, and detailed many close friendships he
made with the men of "his" tribe . Only a few
years later (1908 -09) , Mary Elliot Arnold and
Mabel Reed lived among the Klamath River Indians of California. Their story, In the Land of
the Grasshopper Song, the 19 57 edition of which
is long out of print, is now available in paperback from the University of Nebraska Press
(Lincoln: 1980, 313 pp ., 55-95)-

Saddles
BY RUSSEL H. BEATIE

PO
FOREWORD BY
DEAN KRAKEL

8)' H.urv Stein, KAthl~en Ry""· M.uk Bc.-..c.h

COWBOYS IN lliE WEST
Of all the images popularly associated with the
West, none is more enduring than that of the
mounted rider caring for his herd on a remote
open range. And few subjects have stimulated
more or better writing . The most important recent contribution to ranching literature is no
doubt Russel H. Beatie's beautiful Saddles (Norman : University of Oklahoma Press, 1981. 391
pp. , 53 5.oo ). A lifetime of loving research has
produced what will surely become the definitive
volume on the subject. Included are long, profusely illustrated sections on historic development, parts and accessories, and the mechanics
of riding, along with specialized chapters on
sidesaddles, English saddles, American cavalry,
famous saddles, and saddlemakers . The glossary
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of terms and the bibliography are added
features .
The personalities of individual cowmen contribute much color to the cattle industry. Henry
Miller, for example, was a German immigrant
who arrived in San Francisco carrying six dollars
in 18 50. Within a few years he helped found the
Miller and Lux Cattle Company, one of the
largest ranching operations in the West, earned
himself a fortune, and gained immense power in
California. His biography, The Cattle King by
Edward F. Treadwell, was first published in 1931
and has recently been reissued (Santa Cruz, CA:
Western Tanager Press [uu Pacific Avenue,
95o6o), 1981. xi + 375 pp., paper, 57-95), making a valuable work available to a new generation

of readers. Another cowboy classic, ]. Frank
Dobie 's Cow People, is also available once again
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 198r. xii +
305 pp. , paper, 56.95), as pan of a major project
to reprint Dobie 's works.
Nevada's contribution to the cattle industry
was the focus of an exhibition mounted by the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington late in
1980. The catalog prepared to accompany the

show, Howard W. Marshall and Richard E.
Ahlborn's Buckaroos in Paradise: Cowboy Life in
Northern Nevada (Washington : Library of Congress , 198o. xvi + 96 pp. , paper, 57 ·95 ) provides
a vivid portrait of contemporary ranching, including numerous photographs, discussions of
everyday life, and examples of the material
resources associated with Nevada ranch life.

CINDERS, STEAM, AND STEEL
The iron horse first connected rhe American far
western frontier with the settled regions of the
East, making possible rapid travel and inexpensive shipments across the continent . New
publications uncovering details about the country's many railroads appear with unswerving
regularity , partly to inform economic or
engineering historians bur often as elements of
local history or to provide construction details for
model train enthusiasts.
The latter group, for example, will especially
enjoy The Ma and Pa: A History of the Maryland
and Pennsylvania Railroad by George W. Hilton
(2.nd edition , San Diego: Howell-North Books
[P.O. Box 3051 , LaJolla 92.0)8 ), 1980. 2.1opp. ,
512..95). Although the book 's focus is hardly
western, the numerous photographs and scale
drawings will be a joy to modelers; there's even a

list of equipment owned by rhe road and an appendix including information on buying plans
and commercial models . Much rhe same can be
said of F.]. G . Haut 's A History ofThe Electric
Locomotive, Volume II: Razlcars and the Electric
Locomotive (San Diego: A. S. Barnes & Co.
[m7 5 Flintkote Ave. , 92.12.1 ), 1981. xi + 180 pp .,
52.o.oo), which focuses heavily on European
developments .
A day trip on one of rhe steam trains still
operating in the West can bring alive the excitement of old-time railroading . Two often
reprinted booklets can make such trips more informative and interesting . Ticket to To/tee by
Doris Osterwald (Lakewood , CO: Western
Guideways (P.O. Box 15532., 8o2.15), 1980 . 96
pp., 54-so) provides a mile-by-mile guide to the
Cumbres and Toltec Scenic Railroad operating
The
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along the New Mexico-Colorado border. Her
Cinders and Smoke, available from the same
publisher, provides parallel information about
the popular Denver and Rio Grande narrowgauge running between Durango and Silverton,
Colorado.
Two recent volumes attempt to cover a wide
swath of American railroad history. The importance of railroads in military history is the emphasis of John Westwood's Raziways at War (San
Diego: Howell-North Books [P.O. Box 3051, La
Jolla 92.038], 1980. 2.2.4 pp. , S17.5o), which includes chapters on the Civil War, World War I,
and World War II. Unfortunately , no discussion
of the contributions of railroads to the winning
of the West is included. On the other hand ,
Phillis Zauner's The Train Whistle's Echo: Story
of the Western Raziroad Era (Tahoe Paradise ,
CA: Zane! Publications [P.O. Box 11316 , 957o8],
1981. 62. pp., paper, s 3.oo) provides a wellwritten, comprehensive view aimed primarily at
children and other non-scholarly readers .
Larger, more comprehensive, and more
scholarly railroad studies about two very different sections of the West have recently been
issued . Volume two of David Myrick's definitive
history of the Raziroads of Arizona (San Diego:
Howell-North Books, 1980. x + 497 pp.,
S)o.oo) concentrates on lines in the Phoenix
area. Several copper company roads are chronicled, and there is a fascinating section on the
controversy between the Southern Pacific and
Santa Fe over construction of the Gila River Canyon route. Rick Hamman's Calzfornia Central
Coast Raziways (Boulder, CO: Pruett Publishing
Company, 198o. 309 pp. , S)9·95) provides a
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detailed , well-illustrated history of railroad
design , construction, operation, and ultimate
abandonment in Santa Cruz County, California.
Aside from rail lines and their stock, architectural historians find the study of railroad stations
fascinating, especially as so many have found
new uses as restaurants, offices, and museums.
Julian Cavalier's Classic American Raziroad Stations (San Diego: A. S. Barnes & Co. , 1980. 2.55
pp ., S2.5.oo) provides a sampling of exquisite
buildings across the country. Westerners may be
disappointed , however, to find only six from this
side of the Rockies: Menlo Park , Perris, SanJuan
Capistrano, and Willits, California; and Medford and Salem, Oregon.
The resurgence of the railroad industry in recent years is also producing its share of literature .
America's New Raziroads by Robert S. Carper
(San Diego: A. S. Barnes & Co., 1980 . 2.5 5 pp.,
S2.5 .oo) describes the collapse of the Penn Central , the renewed vitality of the Chessie and Norfolk & Western Lines, and the development of
Amtrak, Auto-Train, and Conrail. The author is
only cautiously optimistic, however, that rider
support and federal subsidies will enable
railroads to compete with the automobile as a
means of transport. More radical solutions are
proposed by Dick Roberts in American
Raziroads: The Case for Nationalization (New
York: Pathfinder Press [410 West) Street, 1ooq],
1980. 109 pp., s9.oo; paper, S2..45). Only if the
railroads are removed from private control and
put under government ownership, Roberts
argues, will they be able to perform a real public
servrce.

GIFT SUGGESTIONS
~~
~~
FOR THE COMING "'\j ~
"'\j ~
HOLIDAY SEASON

We have received such a tremendous response to our
Summer issue focusing on John Muir that we must
report that this particular issue of THE PACIFIC
HISTORIAN is now sold out. However, we are proud
to announce the recent release of a commemorative
monograph, The World ofjohn Muir, featuring all of
the articles and illustrations dealing with the renowned
naturalist which appeared in the Summer issue. This
limited edition of one thousand volumes is sure to sell
out . quickly and will certainly become a collector's
nem.
Now's just the time to request a gift subscription to
THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN - the perfect holiday
present for that connoisseur of Western history. Simply
take a minute to fill out the form below and we'll
make sure an appropriate gift letter reaches the recipient just before the holidays.
Would you like to receive a little holiday treat
yourself? Those ordering gift subscriptions before the
holidays may select from either of cwo monographs
published by the Holt-Atherton Center for their own
personal libraries . . at no additional charge . Take
your choice of either Cheyenne and Sioux - an anthology of eyewitness accounts of Indian life in the
nineteenth century, or King, of the Mountains - a
biography of the noted mountaineer, author and first
director of the · U.S . Geological Survey. Our way of
simultaneously saying "Thank You " and "Happy
Holidays!"
Yes, I'd like to send a gift subscription of THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN to:
Name_____________________________________________________________________________
StreeL-------------------------------------------------------------------------------City_____________________________________ State__________________.J..,ip_______________
0 1 Year $12 0 2 Years $23 0 3 Years $33
BONUS OFFER: Send my free copy of
0 Cheyenne & Sioux
0 King, of the Mountains
This gift is from:
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
StreeL-------------------------------------------------------------------------------City_____________________________________State___________________....ip. _______________
I'd also like
copy(ies) of The World ofj ohn Muir at $7.95 apiece (Ca. residents add 6% tax).
0 to be sent as gift
0 for myself
Please make checks payable to: THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN,
University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211.

